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004 H576
Hertz, Mary Beth
Digital and media literacy in the age of the internet : practical
classroom applications
Lanham, MD : Rowman & Littlefield, 2019.
Subjects: Computer literacy. Educational innovations. Media literacy.
Teaching—Aids and devices.
Summary: This book serves as a comprehensive guide for educators
looking to make informed decisions and navigate digital spaces with their
students. The author sets the stage for educators who may not be familiar
with the digital world that their students live in, including the complexities
of online identities, digital communities and the world of social media. With deep dives into how
companies track us, how the Internet works, privacy and legal concerns tied to today’s digital
technologies, strategies for analyzing images and other online sources, readers will gain
knowledge about how their actions and choices can affect students’ privacy as well as their own.
Each chapter is paired with detailed lessons for elementary, middle and high school students to
help guide educators in implementing what they have learned into the classroom.
004.6780835 K15
Kamberg, Mary-Lane
Digital identity : your reputation online
New York, NY : Rosen Young Adult, 2019.
Subjects: Data protection. Internet and teenagers. Online etiquette.
Online identities. Privacy.
Summary: This is a short book that explores the topic of safely projecting
and protecting one’s personal digital identity. It alerts the reader to the
need to create and manage digital information to avoid identity theft and
reputational damage.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
005.262 M147
McGrath, Mike
Visual basic in easy steps. Sixth edition
Warwickshire, UK : In Easy Steps, 2019.
Subjects: Business—Computer programs. Visual Basic (Computer
program language).
Summary: This resource shows how to create Windows applications using
Visual Basic programming. The code examples, screenshots and step-bystep instructions provide the supports needed to create an interactive
application.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30. Robotics and Automation 10, 20, 30.
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005.5 G248
Gaskin, Shelley; Vargas, Alicia
Go! with Microsoft Office 365 : getting started.
Hoboken, NJ : Pearson Education, 2020. 2019 edition
Subjects: Business—Computer programs. Microsoft Office.
Summary: This guide provides an overview of how to use Word, Excel,
Access and PowerPoint at introductory and intermediate levels, using real
life projects to practice and learn the software features. It functions as a
step-by-step visual tutorial and has features such as chapter summaries and
reviews, project guides, and a glossary. There are instructional
components available on the publisher’s website.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
005.5 M283
Manning, Cheri; Swinson, Catherine Manning
Microsoft Office 365 : a skills approach. 2019 edition
New York, NY : McGraw-Hill Education, 2020.
Subjects: Business—Computer programs. Cloud computing. Groupware
(Computer software). Integrated software. Microsoft Office.
Summary: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
Curriculum Notes: This spiral bound reference book provides a thorough
exploration of Microsoft Office 365 and its features. There are sections
dedicated to Office, Word, Excel, Access and PowerPoint. Each one has
chapters that explore the basics of how to get started and how to format and apply some of the
features of the programs in a progression from beginner to advanced levels. Detailed instructions
with visual support are provided throughout the resource. There are chapter summaries, guided
practice, and independent and challenge projects. Practice files are available on the publisher's
SIMnet online platform.
005.5 P946
Price, Michael
Excel 2019 in easy steps
Warwickshire, UK : In Easy Steps, 2019.
Subjects: Business—Computer programs. Electronic spreadsheets.
Microsoft Excel (Computer file). Microsoft Office.
Summary: This resource offers information about Excel 2019 for
introductory to advanced levels. It can serve as a reference book to guide
learners to use the functions and features of Excel by following the basic
instructions and visual supports provided.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
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005.5 R317
Reding, Elizabeth Eisner; Wermers, Lynn
Microsoft Office 365 Excel 2016 : introductory
Subjects: Business—Computer programs. Electronic spreadsheets.
Microsoft Excel (Computer file). Microsoft Office. Word processing.
Summary: This concise spiral-bound resource can be used as a tutorial to
learn about the features of Microsoft Excel 2016 at an introductory to
intermediate level. It starts with the basics of Excel 2016 and then guides
the user on how to begin a spreadsheet, working with formulas and
functions, formatting, working with charts and analyzing data using
formulas within Excel. There are opportunities to practice, review and apply skills at the end of
each module.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.

005.5 Y81
Your office. Microsoft Office 365 access 2019 comprehensive
New York, NY : Pearson Education, 2020.
Subjects: Business—Computer programs. Database management.
Microsoft Office.
Summary: This book is designed to show how different parts of a business
utilize Office applications to approach their business needs. The resource
includes an introductory chapter on the common features of Microsoft
Office. The seven main chapters explore the functions of Microsoft
Access including database and table design and creation, programming,
queries, forms, reports and more. The text is written clearly with step-by-step instructions and
visuals. There are downloadable student files as well as assignments available.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.

005.5 Y81
Your office. Microsoft Office 365 Excel 2019 comprehensive
New York, NY : Pearson Education, 2020.
Subjects: Business—Computer programs. Database management.
Electronic spreadsheets. Microsoft Office.
Summary: This spiral bound reference book provides a thorough
exploration of Microsoft Excel 2019 and its features. Each chapter offers
accessible online projects that use real world and business scenarios. The
step-by-step tutorials provide hands-on learning. Supplemental instructor
resources are available.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
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005.52 D858
Duffy, Jennifer
Microsoft Office 365 Word 2016 : introductory
Boston, MA : Cengage Learning, 2017.
Subjects: Microsoft Office. Microsoft Word (Computer file). Word
processing—Problems, exercises, etc.
Summary: This concise spiral-bound resource can be used as a tutorial to
learn about the features of Microsoft Word 2016 at an introductory to
intermediate level. It starts with the basics of Office 2016 and then guides
the user on how to create, edit, and format a Word document. There are
opportunities to practice, review and apply skills at the end of each module.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
005.58 G776
Graves, Pat; Nordell, Randy
Microsoft PowerPoint 365 complete 2019 : in practice
New York : McGraw-Hill Education, 2020.
Subjects: Business presentation—Computer programs. Microsoft
PowerPoint (Computer file). Presentation graphics software.
Summary: This spiral bound reference book provides a thorough
exploration of Microsoft PowerPoint 365 and its features. The seven
chapters explore the different features from beginner to advanced levels.
The chapters introduce the topics such as creating and editing
presentations, customization with images, animations and recording options. The text provides
detailed instructions with visual support and opportunities to practice the skills. There are chapter
summaries, guided practice, and independent and challenge projects. Practice files are available
on the publisher's SIMnet online platform.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
005.7565 A377
Alexander, Michael; Kusleika, Dick
Microsoft Access 2019 bible
Hoboken, NJ : John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2019.
Subjects: Database management. Microsoft Access. Relational
databases.
Summary: This book is designed to enhance the skills of users of
Microsoft Access with regards to the creation and management of
databases at all levels from beginner to advanced. There are 32 chapters in
this resource on specific operations and functions relating to designing relational databases,
building analytics and reporting as well as programming and publishing applications from within
Access. The resource includes tips, cautions, notes, and figures.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
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005.7565 E13
Easton, Annette; Nordell, Randy
Microsoft Access 365 complete 2019 : in practice
New York, NY : McGraw-Hill Education, 2020.
Subjects: Database management. Microsoft Access. Relational
databases.
Summary: This spiral bound reference book provides a thorough
exploration of Microsoft Access and its features. The introductory chapter
provides an overview of Microsoft Windows and Office. The following
chapters offer guided projects, easy-to-follow instructions and a chapter
summary exploring database and table design and creation, programming, queries, forms, reports
and more.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
005.7565 F911
Friedrichsen, Lisa
Microsoft Office 365 Access 2016 : introductory
Boston, MA : Cengage Learning, 2017.
Subjects: Database management—Computer programs. Integrated
software. Microsoft Access. Microsoft Office.
Summary: This concise spiral-bound resource can be used as a tutorial to
learn about the features of Microsoft Access 2016, such as understanding
and creating relational databases, building and using queries, forms and
reports at an introductory to intermediate level. It starts with the basics of
Access 2016 and then guides the user on how to use and manipulate databases. There are
opportunities to practice, review and apply skills at the end of each module.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
006.3 H714
Hogan, Christa C.
How artificial intelligence will impact society
San Diego, CA : ReferencePoint Press, 2019.
Subjects: Artificial intelligence—Social aspects. Technological
innovations—Social aspects.
Summary: This book from the Technology’s Impact series explores how
artificial intelligence will positively and negatively affect our society in
the future. The book identifies the important events in the development of
artificial intelligence and has four chapters which explore how artificial
intelligence works, how it impacts society, whether we can trust it and
what the future is for artificial intelligence.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
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006.6 D521
Dewis, Glyn
The Photoshop toolbox : essential techniques for mastering layer
masks, brushes, and blend modes
San Rafael, CA : Rocky Nook, 2018.
Subjects: Adobe Photoshop. Image processing—Digital techniques.
Photography—Digital techniques. Photography—Retouching.
Summary: This book introduces the techniques used to edit photographs
using Adobe Photoshop. By following the step-by-step instructions in the book and using the
downloadable files from the website link, the learner is invited to experiment with simple to
more complex techniques and consider how they might be applied in other projects.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
006.6 K29
Kelby, Scott
The Photoshop elements 2020 book for digital photographers
Indianapolis, IN: New Riders, 2020.
Subjects: Adobe Photoshop elements. Computer graphics. Digital
images—Editing. Image processing—Digital techniques. Photography—
Digital techniques.
Summary: This resource guides the user to use the Photoshop tools and
features and could be used as a reference tool for specific technical
questions or as a tutorial. There are informative sections on digital photography, graphic design
and digital images that guide the user through projects such as image correction of lighting, skin
correction, portraits and landscapes, as well as composition creation of posters or similar
projects.
006.686 F263
Faulkner, Andrew; Chavez, Conrad
Adobe Photoshop 2020 release : classroom in a book
San Jose, CA : Adobe Press, 2020.
Subjects: Adobe Photoshop. Cloud computing. Computer graphics.
Image processing—Digital techniques. Photography—Digital techniques.
Summary: This book is the official 2020 training workbook from Adobe
for Photoshop. The visual prompts and instructions guide the user through
projects that range from image correction of lighting, skin correction,
portraits, and landscapes to composition creation of posters and related projects.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
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006.7 N666
Robbins, Jennifer N.
Learning web design : a beginner's guide to HTML, CSS, JavaScript,
and web graphics. Fifth edition
Sebastopol, CA : O'Reilly, 2018.
Subjects: Cascading style sheets. HTML (Document markup language).
JavaScript (Computer program language). Web site development. Web
sites—Design.
Summary: This resource describes how to build a website. It starts with
building a basic text-editor styled website and proceeds through to advanced website design.
There are chapter exercises to learn various techniques and short quizzes to help understand and
reinforce learning of key concepts.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
006.74 M665
Minnick, Jessica
Responsive web design with HTML 5 and CSS. Ninth edition
Boston, MA : Cengage Learning, 2021.
Subjects: Cascading style sheets. HTML (Document markup language).
Web sites—Design.
Summary: This resource is intended to guide the user to create a website
using HTML 5 and CSS. It provides detailed information on how to use
HTML code to build a webpage. Exercises to reinforce the concepts are
included at the end of the chapters.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
006.8 M123
McCarthy, Cecilia Pinto
How virtual reality will impact society
San Diego, CA : ReferencePoint Press, 2019.
Subjects: Virtual reality—Social aspects.
Summary: This book provides a brief historical overview of virtual
reality, what it is, how it is used, and its positive and negative impacts on
society. There is a listing of books and websites for further research on the
topic.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
025.1978 E93
Everhart, Nancy
Evaluating the school library : analysis, techniques, and research
practices. Second edition
Santa Barbara, CA : Libraries Unlimited, 2021.
Subjects: School libraries—Evaluation.
Summary: This guide for the evaluation of school libraries both in
practice and in research covers analysis, techniques, and research practices
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for conducting evaluations of curriculum, collections, facilities, and library personnel
performance.
025.1978 I61
Dawkins, April M. (Ed.)
Intellectual freedom issues in school libraries
Santa Barbara, CA : Libraries Unlimited, 2021.
Subjects: Freedom of information. Intellectual freedom. School
libraries—Administration. School libraries—Censorship.
Summary: School librarians continue to advocate and champion for
student privacy and the right to read and have unfettered access to needed
information. Updated and current information concerning these issues is
critical to school librarians working daily with students, parents, and
faculty to manage library programs, services, and print and digital
collections. This volume is an invaluable resource as school librarians revisit collection
development, scheduling, access, and other policies.
025.21878 M322
Mardis, Marcia A.
The collection program in schools: concepts and practices. Seventh
edition
Santa Barbara, CA : Libraries Unlimited, 2021.
Subjects: Instructional materials centers—Collection development.
School libraries—Collection development.
Summary: This seventh edition of The Collection Program in Schools is
updated in several key areas. It provides an overview of key education
trends affecting school library collections, such as digital textbooks,
instructional improvement systems, STEM priorities, and open
educational resources (OER) use and reuse. Topics of discussion include the new AASL
standards as they relate to the collection; the idea of crowdsourcing in collection development;
and current trends in the school library profession, such as Future Ready Librarians and new
standards from the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards.
150 H889
Huffman, Karen; Dowdell, Katherine
Psychology in action. Twelfth edition
Hoboken, NJ : Wiley, 2018.
Subjects: Psychology—Textbooks. Psychology.
Summary: This textbook supports the outcomes of Psychology 20 and 30
courses while presenting current studies and research. Each chapter
features an outline of the concepts, brief exercises, images, diagrams, key
terms and chapter summaries. Through a subscription with the publisher,
there is a digital platform available with videos, animations, virtual field trips and interactive
components. This resource is printed in small font size and contains a higher proportion of text to
visual features.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.
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150 P287
Passer, Michael W.; Smith, Ronald E.
Psychology. Frontiers and applications. Seventh Canadian edition
Whitby, ON: McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 2020.
Subjects: Psychology—Textbooks. Psychology.
Summary: This Canadian edition is a comprehensive textbook that refers
to current research in the field of psychology. Each chapter includes an
outline, key terms, a glossary, case studies, discussion questions and
current and future research. The chapters are divided into four sections:
Frontiers, Focus on Neuroscience, Research Foundations and
Applications. A digital subscription is available through the publisher.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.

155.92 B828
Breaking loneliness: a documentary [DVD]
Edmonton, AB : Brandy Y Productions, 2019.
Subjects: Documentary films. Interpersonal relations. Loneliness.
Summary: This video is a documentary about loneliness and social isolation featuring four
people who have struggled themselves and are now peer mentors for others. Interviewed are
Indigenous Peer Support Worker, John Chief Moon, 2SLGBTQ+ Liaison and Peer Support
Worker, Jace Laing-Schroeder, volunteer Tom Greyson and ESL teacher, Julie Kraychy. Note:
The topics of suicide and self-harm are discussed in this resource. Educators are advised to
consult their school division’s materials selection policy before using this resource in their
classroom.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.

158 H847
How psychology works : applied psychology visually explained. First
American edition
New York, NY : DK Publishing, 2018.
Subjects: Psychology, Applied. Psychology.
Summary: This book provides an overview of psychological theories and
concepts. Information on each topic is presented in a one to four-pages
layout using graphic design and brief text. The book is divided into four
sections that explore what is psychology, psychological disorders, healing
therapies and psychology in the real world which includes identity, relationships, education, the
workplace, sports and consumer psychology.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.
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158.1 D263
Davis, Pete
Dedicated : the case for commitment in an age of infinite browsing
New York, NY : Avid Reader Press, 2021.
Subjects: Choice (Psychology). Commitment (Psychology). Decision
making—Psychological aspects.
Summary: Most of us have had this experience: browsing through
countless options on Netflix, unable to commit to watching any given
movie—and losing so much time skimming reviews and considering
trailers that it's too late to watch anything at all. In a book borne of an idea
first articulated in a viral commencement address, the author argues that
this is the defining characteristic of the moment: keeping our options open. We are stuck in
"Infinite Browsing Mode"—swiping through endless dating profiles without committing to a
single partner, jumping from place to place searching for the next big thing, and refusing to make
any decision that might close us off from an even better choice we imagine is just around the
corner. This culture of restlessness and indecision, Davis argues, is causing tension in the lives of
young people today: We want to keep our options open, and yet we yearn for the purpose,
community, and depth that can only come from making deep commitments.
158.12 B586
Biegel, Gina M.; Corbin, Todd H.
Mindfulness for student athletes : a workbook to help teens reduce
stress and enhance performance
Oakland, CA : Instant Help Books, 2018.
Subjects: Mindfulness (Psychology). Motivation (Psychology). Resilience
(Personality trait). Stress management for teenagers.
Summary: This book contains practical and tactical ways to cope with
stress and anxiety in the moment, prevent stress in the future, and
experience more satisfaction and enjoyment while playing sports. You’ll also find proveneffective tools to naturally enhance your performance.
158.3 E67
Erford, Bradley T.
45 techniques every counselor should know. Third edition
Hoboken, NJ : Pearson Education, 2020.
Subjects: Counseling psychology. Counseling.
Summary: Concise, yet thorough, this book is designed to prepare
students to enter their field with sound ideas for applying theory-based
techniques to their counseling. Coverage of each technique starts with the
presentation of the theoretical origins, then provides a step-by-step guide
to implementation, and culminates with opportunities for application. Transcriptions, case
examples, multicultural implications, and outcomes-based research demonstrate real-life
application of how the techniques can be used in counseling practice. This indispensable
resource provides hands-on help for working with clients from all backgrounds to create positive
changes in their lives and meet their counseling goals. The 3rd Edition features new case studies
and application questions and five new techniques detailed in new chapters on Mindfulness
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Meditation (Ch. 17); Assigning Homework (Ch. 29); Narrative Theory (Ch. 43); Strengths-Based
Counseling (Ch. 44); and Client Advocacy (Ch. 45).
261.8 H774
Honouring the declaration : church commitments to reconciliation and
the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
Regina, SK : University of Regina Press, 2021.
Subjects: Civil rights—Religious aspects—Christianity. Decolonization—
Canada. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Indigenous Peoples—Legal status,
laws, etc.—Canada. Race relations—Religious aspects—United Church of
Canada. Reconciliation—Religious aspects—United Church of Canada.
United Nations—General Assembly—Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples.
Summary: How can churches carry out their commitment to the United Nations Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples? This book provides academic resources to help The United
Church of Canada and other Canadian denominations enact their commitment to the UN
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and offers a framework for reconciliation
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Featuring essays from scholars
working from a range of disciplines, including religious studies, Indigenous legal studies,
Christian theology and ethics, Biblical studies, Indigenous educational leadership within the
United Church, and social activism, the collection includes both Indigenous and non-Indigenous
voices, all of whom respond meaningfully to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission's Calls to
Action. The texts explore some of the challenges that accepting the UN Declaration as a
framework poses to the United Church, and other Canadian denominations, and provides
academic reflection on how these challenges can be met.
297.09 M924
Mouallem, Omar
Praying to the west : how Muslims shaped the Americas
New York, NY : Simon & Schuster, 2021.
Subjects: Civilization, Western—Islamic influences. Islam and culture—
North America—History. Islam and culture—South America—History.
Islam—North America—History. Islam—South America—History.
Summary: This book is a history of Islam across the Americas.

299.93 B195
Balogh, Jacquie.
The burned-out healer : a path to trauma release and reconnection to
self
Mossbank, SK : Wood Dragon Books, 2020.
Subjects: Burn out (Psychology). Psychic trauma. Spiritual healing.
Summary: This book addresses the burnout many energy workers, spiritual
healers, and health care professionals experience—and provides the
roadmap for healers to help themselves and become congruent with
healing others. The author provides guidance and encouragement while
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showing healers the way out from under “energy vampires” toward spiritual and physical
harmony. This book also offers valuable information for caregivers who may forget that they,
too, need to put themselves first while caring for others.
300.712 L438
Case, Roland (Ed.)
Learning to inquire in history, geography, and social studies : an
anthology for secondary teachers. Fourth edition
Vancouver, BC : Critical Thinking Consortium, 2020.
Subjects: Education, Secondary—Curricula. Educational innovations.
Social sciences—Study and teaching (Secondary).
Summary: Intended for use in teacher education programs and for
ongoing professional development of classroom teachers, this updated
collection of 31 articles by noted educational scholars and awardwinning teachers brings together the best of theory and practice on key
issues, strategies and approaches regarding the teaching of history, geography and social studies
in secondary schools. An online supplement offers reproducible teaching and assessment
resources for in-class use.
302.231 L987
Lynch, Michael P.
Know-it-all society : truth and arrogance in political culture
New York, NY : Livebright Publishing Corporation, 2020.
Subjects: Identity politics. Information society—Political aspects.
Internet—Political aspects. Polarization (Social sciences)—Political
aspects. Political culture. Social media—Political aspects.
Summary: Taking stock of our fragmented political landscape, the author
delivers a trenchant philosophical take on digital culture and its tendency
to make us into dogmatic know-it-alls. The internet—where most shared
news stories are not even read by the person posting them—has
contributed to the rampant spread of "intellectual arrogance." In this culture, we have come to
think that we have nothing to learn from one another; we are rewarded for emotional outrage
over reflective thought; and we glorify a defensive rejection of those different from us. With
bracing and deeply original analysis, Lynch holds a mirror up to American culture to reveal that
the sources of our fragmentation start with our attitudes toward truth.
302.231 M818
Mooney, Carla
Addicted to social media
San Diego, CA : ReferencePoint Press, 2020.
Subjects: Social media addiction. Social media—Security measures.
Social media.
Summary: This book describes addiction to social media, why it is
addictive, how it affects people’s lives and how to overcome an addiction.
Lists of organizations, books and internet sites are provided for further
research and inquiry.
12
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Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.
302.30285 H912
Hulick, Kathryn
Cyber nation : how the digital revolution is changing society
San Diego, CA : ReferencePoint Press, 2019.
Subjects: Group identity. Internet—Social aspects. Online social
networks.
Summary: This book explores how digital technology connects people to
each other and to information, which is changing the way people meet
each other, interact, find jobs, learn new skills, take in news and
entertainment, and build personal identities. Some of the topics referenced
include cyberbullying, the Black Lives Matter movement, fake news,
ratings, and the effects of online shopping. There is a listing of books and websites for further
research on the topic.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
303.3 S257
Saunders, Claire; Songhurst, Hazel
The power book : what is it, who has it, and why?
London, UK : Ivy Kids, 2019.
Subjects: Control (Psychology)—Juvenile literature. Power (Social
sciences)—Juvenile literature. Social change—Juvenile literature.
Summary: With this inspiring and brightly illustrated guide to power,
learn about the different types of power, what it means to have power, and
what you can do with your own power to create positive change in the
world, no matter who or how old you are.
303.483 G798
Green, Robert
How renewable energy is changing society
San Diego, CA : ReferencePoint Press, 2016.
Subjects: Energy policy. Renewable energy sources—Social aspects.
Renewable energy sources. Science—Study and teaching (Secondary).
Summary: This book examines the social aspects for energy independence
and concerns over global warming, prompting a boom in renewable
energy technology. Scientists and entrepreneurs are experimenting with
new renewable breakthroughs to supplement wind, solar, and
hydroelectric power as alternatives to fossil fuel.
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304.2 R645
Roberts, Jillian
On our nature walk : our first talk about our impact on the
environment
Victoria, BC: Orca Book Publishers, 2020.
Subjects: Human ecology—Juvenile literature. Nature—Effects of
human beings on—Juvenile literature.
Summary: Young readers are introduced to environmental issues in their own neighborhoods in
this illustrated nonfiction picture book.
304.237 H887
Huebener, Paul.
Nature's broken clocks : reimagining time in the face of the
environmental crisis
Regina, SK : University of Regina Press, 2020.
Subjects: Ecocriticism. Environmental degradation. Human ecology.
Time in literature. Time—Social aspects.
Summary: This book examines how cultural narratives of time are
connected to ecological disruption. The environmental crisis is, in many
ways, a crisis of time. The demands of late capitalism have driven us to
influence time through various means: artificial lights, long-distance flights,
extended lifespans, and more. Yet, as the author shows, by breaking our clocks, we also
unwittingly break others. From the 3 a.m. calls of songbirds to the rapid dying of coral reefs to
the shifting pace of extreme weather events, the patterns of the natural world are changing. For
humans and other members of the ecosphere, time will soon run out, if it hasn't already. Drawing
from works of fiction and poetry, from studies of circadian rhythms and the revival of ancient
frozen bacteria to punch clocks and prison sentences, to Indigenous grave markers that count
time in centuries rather than seconds, Nature's Broken Clocks provides the tools to reread the
problem of time keeping. This book develops a new practice of "critical temporal literacy" that
examines how cultural narratives of time are connected to the problems of ecological disruption
and what we might do to fix them.
305.23 S237
Santrock, John W.
Children. Fourteenth edition
New York, NY : McGraw-Hill Education, 2019.
Subjects: Child development.
Summary: This textbook provides a detailed examination of stages of
development from conception to adolescence. It includes theoretical
perspectives, research methods and an investigation of the four dimensions
that influence human development. A digital subscription is available
through the publisher.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.
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305.231 D295
Decker, Celia Anita
Child development : early stages though age 12. Ninth edition
Tinley Park, IL : Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 2020.
Subjects: Child development. Child psychology—Textbooks. Child
psychology.
Summary: This textbook explains how children develop physically,
intellectually, socially and emotionally from the prenatal stage to age 12.
The chapters are divided into lessons and make use of text features for
visual appeal and ease of use. Case studies are included as well as a focus
on careers related to child development. Each chapter review features vocabulary activities,
critical thinking questions, activities that promote writing and discussion as well as observation.
This resource is also available as an online subscription.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.
305.231 D295
Decker, Celia Anita
Child development. Instructor's edition : early stages though age 12. Ninth edition
Tinley Park, IL : Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 2020.
Subjects: Child development. Child psychology—Textbooks. Child psychology. Teaching—
Aids and devices.
Summary: This instructor’s edition provides a guide to planning the course and lessons, as well
as answer keys for questions, lessons, chapter reviews and assessments.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.
305.231 D295
Decker, Celia Anita
Child development. Workbook : early stages though age 12. Ninth
edition
Tinley Park, IL : Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 2020.
Subjects: Child development—Problems, exercises, etc. Child
psychology—Problems, exercises, etc. Teaching—Aids and devices.
Summary: This workbook provides exercises that expand on the concepts
specific to the lessons within the student and instructor’s editions.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.
305.235 S237
Santrock, John W.
Adolescence. Seventeenth edition
New York, NY : McGraw-Hill Education, 2019.
Subjects: Adolescence. Adolescent psychology.
Summary: This textbook provides a detailed examination of concepts
related to adolescent psychology. It includes current research and
theoretical perspectives and addresses topics such as diversity and culture,
identity, gender, technology, social media, neuroscience and epigenetics. The resource features
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chapter outlines, review, connect and reflect sections, lists of key terms and people as well as
other references. A digital subscription is available through the publisher.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.
305.8 C911
Crayton, Lisa A.
Everything you need to know about cultural appropriation
New York, NY : Rosen Young Adult, 2019.
Subjects: Cultural property. Multiculturalism.
Summary: This book provides a general overview of cultural
appropriation. The resource provides contemporary examples of how
appropriation is present in mainstream society, citing examples such as
team logos, hairstyles and costumes. American and Canadian sources are
cited in the bibliography and organizations, websites and books are listed
for further research and inquiry on the topic.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.

305.8 J66
Johnson, Fern L.; Fine, Marlene G.
Let's talk race : a guide for white people
Gabriola Island, BC : New Society Publishers, 2021.
Subjects: Privilege (Social psychology). Race awareness. Racism.
Whites—Race identity.
Summary: This book confronts why white people struggle to talk about
race, why we need to own this problem, and how we can learn to do the
work ourselves and stop expecting Black people to do it for us.

305.8 R357
Reid, Nova
The good ally : a guided anti-racism journey from bystander to
changemaker
London, UK : HQ, 2021.
Subjects: Prejudices. Race discrimination. Racism.
Summary: This is a book for those against persistent racial injustice,
hungry to expand their knowledge and understanding of systemic racism
in Britain and beyond. It uncovers the roots of racism and its birthplace,
anti-Blackness. It is for those who not only want to be able to better
recognise both subtle and overt forms of racism in action, to examine their
powerful role in it, but who want to know what to do about it. The answer often lies within.
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305.800973 C522
Cherry-Paul, Sonja; Reynolds, Jason
Stamped (for kids) : racism, antiracism, and you
New York : Little, Brown and Company, 2021.
Subjects: African Americans—History—Juvenile literature. Racism—
United States—History—Juvenile literature. United States—Race
relations—History—Juvenile literature.
Summary: Adapted from Stamped: Racism, Antiracism, and You (A
Remix of the National Book Award-winning Stamped from the
Beginning).

305.8960713 J27
James, Carl E.
Colour matters : essays on the experiences, education, and pursuits of
Black youth
Toronto : University of Toronto Press, 2021.
Subjects: Black Canadians—Education. Black Canadians—Social
conditions. Black Canadians—Social life and customs. Toronto (Ont.)—
Ethnic relations. Toronto (Ont.)—Race relations.
Summary: Based on research conducted throughout Black communities,
along with over thirty years of teaching experience, this book presents a
collection of essays that engages educators, youth workers, and
policymakers to think about the discursive ways in which race shapes the education and
community-based aspirations and achievements of African Canadians. Informed by the current
socio-political Canadian landscape, this book covers topics relating to the lives of Black youth,
with particular, though not exclusively, examination of Black young men, in the Greater Toronto
Area. The essays reflect the issues and concerns of the past thirty years, and question what has
changed and what has remained the same, in the lives of Black youth.
306.7680835 G884
Herriot, Lindsay (Ed.)
Growing up trans : in our own words
Victoria, BC : Orca Book Publishers, 2021.
Subjects: Gender identity. Gender nonconformity. Transgender youth.
Summary: This book is a collection of stories, essays, poetry, and art by
trans youth describing what it's like to be young and transgender today.
306.7680835 S635
A small part of me [DVD]
Vancouver, BC : Nootka Street Film Company, 2015.
Subjects: Gender identity. Gender nonconformity. Transgender youth.
Summary: This Canadian documentary video is about a transgender teen from a small town who
comes out to his family and who is subsequently helped by friends and chosen family members
to remove him from a difficult living situation and connect with a supportive family.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.
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306.83089 I58
Innes, Robert Alexander.
Elder brother and the law of the people : contemporary kinship and the
Cowessess First Nation
Winnipeg, MB : University of Manitoba Press, 2013.
Subjects: Cowessess First Nation. Indigenous Peoples—Kinship—
Saskatchewan. Indigenous Peoples—Legal status, laws, etc.—
Saskatchewan. Indigenous Peoples—Saskatchewan—Ethnic identity.
Indigenous Peoples—Saskatchewan—Treaties.
Summary: In the pre-reserve era, Aboriginal bands in the northern plains
were relatively small multicultural communities that actively maintained fluid and inclusive
membership through traditional kinship practices. These practices were governed by the Law of
the People as described in the traditional stories of Wîsashkêcâhk, or Elder Brother, that outlined
social interaction, marriage, adoption, and kinship roles and responsibilities. The author offers a
detailed analysis of the role of Elder Brother stories in historical and contemporary kinship
practices in Cowessess First Nation, located in southeastern Saskatchewan. He reveals how these
tradition-inspired practices act to undermine legal and scholarly definitions of “Indian” and
counter the perception that First Nations people have internalized such classifications. He
presents Cowessess’s successful negotiation of the 1996 Treaty Land Agreement and their high
inclusion rate of new “Bill-C31s” as evidence of the persistence of historical kinship values and
their continuing role as the central unifying factor for band membership.
306.87 C855
Enns, Vicki (Ed.)
Counselling in relationships : insights for helping families develop
healthy connections
Winnipeg, MB : Achieve Publishing, 2021.
Subjects: Counseling—Study and teaching. Family counseling.
Summary: This book explores guiding principles for working effectively
with families. Authors address relationship dynamics including those among
parents and teens, couples, and adoptive, blended, and single-parent families.
Broader themes related to intergenerational trauma, race, and systemic oppression are also
considered.
306.8747 H145
Hagler, Gina
Everything you need to know about living in a blended family
New York, NY : Rosen Young Adult, 2019.
Subjects: Stepfamilies.
Summary: This book provides a brief introduction to the topic of blended
families and discusses coping strategies for living in different and
potentially complex family situations. American and Canadian sources are
cited in the bibliography and organizations, websites and books are listed for
further research and inquiry on the topic.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.
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321.9 S675
Snyder, Timothy.
On tyranny : twenty lessons from the twentieth century
Berkeley, CA : Ten Speed Press, 2021.
Subjects: Comics (Graphic works). Democracy—United States.
Despotism. History, Modern—20th century. Political culture—United
States. Political ethics. Totalitarianism.
Summary: The author argues that American society is leaning toward
despotism and totalitarianism and looks back at the 20th century for
examples of how totalitarianism has taken over before.
343.7109944 T986
Tymochenko, Nadya; Kutarna, Gillian Tuck
The educator's guide to internet and social media law in the classroom
Toronto, ON : Thomson Reuters, 2018.
Subjects: Internet in education—Law and legislation—Canada. Social
media—Law and legislation—Canada.
Summary: This new text is aimed at educators – administrators, principals
and teachers. It addresses the legal and practical issues that principals and
school administrators face in dealing with Internet use by pupils and
teaching staff. Key topics addressed include: cyber-bullying, plagiarism,
copyright, social media, privacy issues, inappropriate student/ teacher communications,
defamation, legal liability and antispam legislation.
344.712407 G946 REF
Burgess, David; Walker, Keith
A guide to Saskatchewan school law. Third edition
Saskatoon, SK : Turning Point Global, 2014.
Subjects: Education—Saskatchewan. Educational law and legislation—
Saskatchewan.
Summary: A number of Statutes (Acts), Regulations and Orders directly
relate to the provision and delivery of educational services in
Saskatchewan. This guidebook provides an accessible, non-partisan, userfriendly guide to these legal parameters for teachers, aspiring teachers, trustees, school
administrators, central office administration, parents and interested community members.
362.1969 D631
Espejo, Roman (Ed.)
Do infectious diseases pose a threat?
Farmington Hills, MI : Greenhaven Press, 2014.
Subjects: Communicable diseases. Emerging infectious diseases.
Epidemiology. Pathogenic microorganisms.
Summary: This book explores the issue of infectious diseases, including the
role of drug resistance and environmental destruction; whether infectious
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diseases threaten national security; whether fears of an influenza pandemic are overblown; and
the role of vaccines.

362.280835 Z15
Zach's story : a suicide prevented [DVD]
Mount Kisco, NY : Human Relations Media, 2020.
Subjects: Suicide.
Summary: This video follows the story of Zach, a 22-year-old college student who had many
successes as a student and athlete but who spiraled into depression after being rejected by the
colleges he hoped to attend. As his depression worsened, he planned to take his own life, which
was averted by a last-minute call to a friend who then called Zach’s parents. The video explains
how Zach turned himself around and how he is doing since that time. Note: The topic of suicide
is discussed in this resource. Educators are advised to consult their school division’s materials
selection policy before using this resource in their classroom.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.
362.29 B915
Bryan, Bethany
Heroin, opioid, and painkiller abuse
New York, NY : Rosen Young Adult, 2019.
Subjects: Drug abuse. Heroin abuse. Opioid abuse.
Summary: This book provides a brief introduction on the topic of opioid
abuse. It explores signs of addiction, treatment, and recovery and
discusses the opioid crisis and war on drugs. The resource includes a
glossary, lists of American and Canadian organizations, websites and
books for further research and inquiry on the topic.
Curriculum Notes: Health education grade 9 (2009). Psychology 20.
362.295 C622
Clayborne, Leigh
Marijuana : facts, figures, and opinions
Broomall, PA : Mason Crest, 2019.
Subjects: Marijuana—Health aspects. Marijuana—Law and legislation.
Marijuana—Therapeutic use. Marijuana.
Summary: This book is about marijuana and views held by its advocates
and opponents. It also explores the topic of medical and recreational
marijuana now and into the future. The resource includes QR codes to
educational videos and a list of books and internet sites for further
research and inquiry on the topic.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.
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362.295 N427
Nelson, Julie
Marijuana's harmful effects on youth
Broomall, PA : Mason Crest, 2019.
Subjects: Marijuana—Physiological effect. Marijuana.
Summary: This book is about the harmful effects of marijuana on the
mental and physical health of teens. It predominantly depicts the
American position on the drug but still presents scientific and informative
facts about the pitfalls of its recreational use as well as its medical
benefits. The resource includes QR codes to educational videos and a list
of books and internet sites for further research and inquiry on the topic.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.
362.296 T289
10 reasons you should never try vaping [DVD]
Mount Kisco, NY : Human Relations Media, 2021.
Subjects: Educational films. Electronic cigarettes. Nonfiction films. Smoking—Health aspects.
Vaping. Youth—Tobacco use.
Summary: This brand-new early intervention video and print program is designed to protect
elementary students from the dangers of vaping by presenting age-appropriate facts and
information with a strong no-use message. Four kids, ages 10-13, and an older teenage host lead
viewers through a list of 10 reasons vaping is harmful, including nicotine addiction, damage to
the brain, lungs, heart, teeth, and more. Strong graphics and humor reinforce the message that
vaping is illegal for kids and dangerous for kids' health. Includes a PDF Teacher's Resource
Book with printable activities and fact sheets to reinforce the video's content.
362.592 P485
Peterson, Lois
Shelter : homelessness in our community
Victoria, BC: Orca Book Publishers, 2021.
Subjects: Homeless persons—Juvenile literature. Homelessness—
Juvenile literature.
Summary: There are 150 million people experiencing homelessness
worldwide, and that number is increasing every year. Homelessness is not
a choice, yet it exists in almost every community. But why are people homeless? Who are they?
What can you do? In this book, readers will get answers to these complex questions. They'll
learn about the root causes of homelessness and its effects, and what people and organizations
around the world are doing to address the problem. It shares the personal stories of people who
live on the street and the adults and kids who work with them. As a former homeless-shelter
worker, the author Lois Peterson encourages young people to approach the issue with knowledge
and compassion. She dispels some of the myths about homelessness and makes the case for why
everyone deserves a safe, permanent place to call home.
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362.733083 A454
Alone. W5 [DVD]
Toronto, ON : CTV Television Network, 2020.
Subjects: Foster home care. Nonfiction television programs. Social work with teenagers.
Suicide.
Summary: This CTV W5 episode tells the story of a Canadian boy who took his life just before
turning 19 and aging out of the foster care system. The program underscores the importance of
how getting cut off from emotional and financial support may leave some young adults at risk for
poverty, drug use and suicide.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.

362.8292 D674
Donahue, Mary P.
Everything you need to know about domestic violence
New York, NY : Rosen Young Adult, 2019.
Subjects: Family violence—Prevention. Family violence.
Summary: This book provides a brief introduction to the topic of domestic
violence and explores the cycle of abuse from the perspectives of the
abuser, the victim and bystanders. It addresses stereotypes and
assumptions often made about victims of abuse. The causes and history of
abuse are presented, as well as how and where to find help for someone
suffering from domestic violence. American and Canadian sources are cited in the bibliography
and organizations, websites and books are listed for further research and inquiry on the topic.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20.

370.1 C476
Charles, Marie; Boyle, Bill.
Decolonizing the curriculum through theory and practice
Place of publication : McKelly Books, 2020.
Subjects: Educational change. Educational leadership.
Summary: What is decolonizing the curriculum? Why is the universal
starting point of Black identity positioned around the history of
colonialism, slavery and servitude? This is usually taught as damaged
histories within the curriculum and disseminated through a Eurocentric
viewpoint. How do we put back together a fractured self-consciousness in
an education setting that negates the affective, conative and cognitive domains of Black learner
identities? This book presents original material to support the teacher and the learner in
understanding correctly, historical events and the earliest migrations of the human family
globally and within the British Isles.
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370.1 V561
Verschelden, Cia
Bandwidth recovery for schools : helping PreK-12 students regain
cognitive resources lost to poverty, trauma, racism, and social
marginalization
Sterling, VA : Stylus Publishing LLC., 2021.
Subjects: Education—Aims and objectives. Educational equalization.
Marginality, Social. Poor—Education. Racism in education.
Summary: This book makes the case that societal realities—such as
poverty, racism, and social marginalization—result in depleted cognitive
resources for students and for those who are trying to help them succeed.
This book is for teachers, parents, school leaders, and members of communities who are
interested in the well-being of children and youth and the education of all our children. All of us
have a stake in a public school system from which students emerge as fully formed learners and
thinkers and who believe in their ability to affect what happens to them and their communities.
370.114 S613
Simpson, Douglas J.; Sacken, Donal M.
Ethical dilemmas in schools : collaborative inquiry, decision-making
and action
New York, NY : Cambridge University Press, 2021.
Subjects: Education—Moral and ethical aspects. Moral education.
Teachers—Professional ethics.
Summary: This work investigates the complexity of ethics as a field of
inquiry and practice across a principal's career. Fully contextualized, and
thus carrying the contradictions and requirements of any school, the issues
realistically do not usually lead to a single, beat-all answer, as any solution
will likely have positive and negative consequences. Drawn from the authors' experiences and
studies of schools over decades, the central figure is a fictional principal of a magnet school,
whose dilemmas reflect the questions educators must be prepared for. Each decision takes into
account the principal's and staff's identities and values because they are all human and their
opinions influence the outcomes. The work injects analytic, virtue, feminist, care, deontological,
and critical theory insights as Deweyan ethics provides a lens for examining dilemmas. This
accessible work blends reflective theory, the ordinary worlds of schools, and engaging
pedagogical practice to guide those planning to enter the education sector.
370.115 E92
Evans-Santiago, Bre
Mistakes we have made : implications for social justice educators
Gorham, ME : Myers Education Press, 2020.
Subjects: Social justice and education. Teaching.
Summary: This book is up to date on social justice research and strategies,
while connecting to the audience through personal vignettes in each
chapter. The personal connection of research-supported ideas to help new
teachers avoid the authors' early career mistakes in the classroom is at the
center of this text. The content is organized into three themes: Inclusive
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Classrooms, Curriculum Implementation, and Professionalism. Reflection questions are provided
at the end of each chapter, which will guide the practitioners to self-reflect and plan next steps
accordingly. The e-book provides links to videos, strategies, articles, and other supplemental
resources to make this text a "one-stop shop." This book speaks to several audiences, from preservice teachers to new teachers, to any practitioner that needs a new perspective on teaching
with a social justice lens. It can be used as a text in a variety of college courses, professional
development workshops, or as a gift for new teachers.

370.116 M363
Marschall, Carla; Crawford, Elizabeth O.
Worldwise learning : a teacher's guide to shaping a just, sustainable
future
Thousand Oaks, CA : Corwin, 2022.
Subjects: Education and globalization. Education—Environmental
aspects.
Summary: This book supports K-8 educators in nurturing students who
understand and act when learning about global challenges. Coupling
theory with practice, it shows how curriculum and meaningful
interdisciplinary learning can be organized around local, global, and intercultural issues, and
provides a framework for making them come alive in the classroom. Includes classroom
strategies, examples of student work, learning experiences, stories, and a unit plan, and
additional resources.

370.152 H644
Hildrew, Chris
Becoming a growth mindset school : the power to mindset, to
transform teaching, leadership and learning
Abingdon, Oxon, UK : Routledge, 2018.
Subjects: Academic achievement—Psychological aspects. Motivation in
education. School environment—Psychological aspects.
Summary: This book explores the theories which underpin a growth
mindset ethos and lays out how to embed them in the culture of a school.
It offers step-by-step guidance for school leaders to help build an approach
to teaching and learning that will encourage children to embrace challenge, persist in the face of
setback, and see effort as the path to mastery. The book isn’t about quick fixes or miracle cures,
but an evidence-based transformation of the way we think and talk about teaching, leading, and
learning.
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370.152 L173
LaGarde, Jennifer; Hudgins, Darren
Developing digital detectives : essential lessons for discerning fact
from fiction in the 'fake news' era
Portland, OR : International Society for Technology in Education, 2021.
Subjects: Critical thinking—Study and teaching. Educational technology.
Fake news. Information literacy—Study and teaching.
Summary: From the authors of the bestselling Fact vs. Fiction, this book
offers easy-to-implement lessons to engage students in becoming media
literacy "digital detectives," looking for clues, questioning motives,
uncovering patterns, developing theories and, ultimately, delivering a verdict.

370.154 C785
Copper, Jenna; Bible, Ashley
Keeping the wonder : an educator's guide to magical, engaging, and
joyful learning
San Diego, CA : Dave Burgess Consulting, Inc., 2021.
Subjects: Effective teaching. Motivation in education. Questioning.
Wonder.
Summary: Structured around four key elements that fuel engagement—
surprise, curiosity, freedom, and inspiration—this book offers practical
strategies and abundant inspiration for K-12 educators to create lessons
that are fun and compelling. Combining enchanting anecdotes, real-world experience, and a
wealth of research, the authors share their collective expertise as educators and founders of the
innovative Keeping the Wonder workshop. This dynamic handbook offers a fresh approach to
learning through the lens of wonder. By providing creative ideas for switching up standard
lesson plans in ways both subtle and profound, they show us how to recapture our fascination
with the world by employing all of our senses, and enhance engagement and critical thinking for
students and teachers alike.

370.155 C512
Chaves, Jamie; Taylor, Ashley
Creating sensory smart classrooms : a practical guide for educators
New York, NY : Routledge, 2021.
Subjects: Classroom environment. Neurobiology. Perceptual learning.
Sensory stimulation.
Summary: This book introduces educators to the foundations of sensory
processing and offers tools to meet the wide variety of sensory needs in
each classroom. This comprehensive handbook helps readers understand
the neurobiology behind sensory processing and regulation issues,
recognize when a student is over- or under-stimulated, and integrate
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different sensory inputs into the school environment. Practical and accessible chapters foster an
understanding of how sensory processing influences behaviors in the classroom and how
protective relationships, combined with sensory strategies, positively influence students'
regulation for improved learning outcomes. Packed with useful examples, this is essential
reading for teachers looking to develop the knowledge and skills they need to design sensory
smart environments that support ALL learners.

371.10019 J27
James, Anthony
Managing stress in secondary schools : a whole-school approach for
staff and students. Second edition
Abingdon, Oxon, UK : Routledge, 2021.
Subjects: Education, Secondary. High school students—Mental health.
High school teachers—Job stress. Stress management.
Summary: This second edition introduces a practical stress management
programme for use in schools and colleges. Drawing from the latest theory
and evidence-based practice on anxiety, stress and mental health, it offers
session plans and concrete activities to develop crucial stress management
skills in both staff and students. The programme provides direct training in stress reduction
skills, supported by online resources, and designed to fit into timetabled PSHE lessons. With
sessions covering the causes and effects, as well as tips on preventing and managing stress, this
is an invaluable resource for teachers and other school staff involved in the PSHE curriculum. It
would be of particular interest to those supporting students preparing for exams.

371.102 E92
Evans-Palmer, Teri
The art of teaching with humor : crafting laughter
New York, NY : Peter Lang Publishing, 2021.
Subjects: Classroom environment. Teaching—Psychological aspects.
Wit and humor in education.
Summary: This book is for teachers everywhere who share the need to
laugh in order to thrive and survive. It is filled with amusing scenarios and
specific humor tools any teacher can use to boost student creativity,
attention, engagement, and performance. It is also a guide for teacher
educators, administrators, and professional development staff to consider,
as it explains how synthesizing joyful humor with instructional content and delivery safeguards
teachers' emotional wellbeing and classroom performance.
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371.102 F935
Frontier, Tony
Teaching with clarity : how to prioritize and do less so students
understand more
Alexandria, VA : ASCD, 2021.
Subjects: Academic achievement. Learning, Psychology of. School
improvement programs. Teachers—In-service training. Teaching.
Summary: Schools need to stop adding programs, strategies, activities,
resources, projects, assessments, and meetings. Teachers need more
clarity, which emerges when we prioritize our efforts to do less with
greater focus. The enemy of focus is clutter, which is anything that inhibits
our ability to help students prioritize their strategic efforts to learn.
371.1023 B365
Beach, Hannah; Strijack, Tamara Neufeld
Reclaiming our students : why children are more anxious, aggressive,
and shut down that ever—and what we can do about it
Vancouver, BC : Page Two Books, 2020.
Subjects: Behavior disorders in children. Problem children—Education.
School children—Mental health. Teacher-student relationships.
Summary: Faced with this epidemic of emotional health crises and
behavioral problems, teachers are asking themselves what went wrong.
Why have we lost our students? More importantly: How can we get them
back? The authors provide a thoughtful guide to restoring the studentteacher relationship and creating the conditions for change. This book empowers teachers with
relationship-based strategies to restore their leadership role and build emotional safety in the
classroom.
371.2 S555
Shields, Carolyn M.
Becoming a transformative leader : a guide to creating equitable
schools
New York, NY : Routledge, 2020.
Subjects: Educational equalization. Educational leadership.
Transformative learning.
Summary: This exciting book explores the concept of transformative
leadership and how leaders can create learning environments that are
academically excellent, equitable, inclusive, and socially just. Grounded in
research and real examples, the author presents an approach to leadership
that is engaged, authentic, courageous, and effective in addressing the needs of today's diverse
student bodies. Featuring examples from schools and leaders, questions for reflection,
downloadable eResources, and links to useful websites, this book is an invaluable and practical
guide for school administrators, teacher leaders, and district leaders concerned about the uneven
educational playing field for students in our schools.
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371.2 V371
Vaughn, Margaret
Student agency in the classroom : honoring student voice in the
curriculum
New York, NY : Teachers College Press, 2021.
Subjects: Agent (Philosophy). Education—Decision making. Educational
change. Student participation in administration. Student participation in
curriculum planning.
Summary: While student agency is considered an important aspect of
classroom learning, opportunities to support and promote agency can be
easily missed. This book addresses the inner dimensions of student agency
to show what it is, why it is needed, and how it can be translated into instructional practices. In
Part I, Locating Student Agency, the author offers a model of agency that can become a core
remedy for educators looking for new and better ways to support the learning of historically
marginalized students. Part II, Growing Student Agency, illuminates opportunities during
instruction where teachers can build upon student contributions. The book includes the voices of
teachers who have transformed their classrooms, as well as compelling case stories rich with
ideas that teachers can adopt in their own instruction. This book will provide educators at every
level, and across all disciplines, with the underlying research and theoretical rationale for this
key educational force, along with the practical means to incorporate it into instruction and
curriculum.
371.2011 W586
White, Mark
5-gen leadership : leading 5 generations in school in the 2020s
Thousand Oaks, CA : Corwin, 2022.
Subjects: Baby Boom generation—Education. Conflict of generations.
Education—History—21st century. Educational change. Educational
leadership. Generation Alpha. Generation X—Education. Generation
Y—Education. Generation Z—Education.
Summary: If we're going to make the most of reforming our schools in the
2020s, we must understand today's students and the four disparate
generations in our staff.
371.2012 B344
Bauer, Daniel
Mastermind : unlocking talent within every school leader
Thousand Oaks, CA : Corwin, 2022.
Subjects: Educational leadership. School management and organization.
School principals.
Summary: This book introduces readers to a strategic advantage relied on
by business leaders since the 1930s. The mastermind is an exceptional PD
model for leaders looking to level up – and if this advantage worked for
people like Andrew Carnegie, Henry Ford, and FDR, what could it do for
you and your school?
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371.26 H548
Heritage, Margaret
Formative assessment : making it happen in the classroom. Second
edition
Thousand Oaks, CA : Corwin, 2022.
Subjects: Educational tests and measurements. Effective teaching.
Summary: Formative assessment is a process used by teachers and
students to keep learning moving forward. In the 10 years since the first
edition of Formative Assessment was published, the practice has become a
mainstay in classrooms, but that does not mean that it is easy. The author
walks readers through every step of implementation and offers numerous
examples that illustrate formative assessment practices across a range of subjects and grade
levels. She explains how to articulate learning progressions, goals, and success criteria; select
assessment strategies and provide quality feedback; engage students in self-assessment and selfmanagement; and create an environment that values feedback as part of the learning process.
371.3 Z63
Zhao, Yong; Emler, Trina E.
An education crisis is a terrible thing to waste : how radical changes
can spark student excitement and success
New York, NY : Teachers College Press, 2019.
Subjects: Educational change. Educational innovations.
Summary: Discover how education innovations can produce astonishing
results in student success both in and out of school. The contributors to
this book were motivated by the conviction that even the best status quo
education was not serving current student needs. They responded with
radical changes that tap into ideas about educational transformation.
371.35 K15
Kambarangwe, Festo Michael
The journey back to greatness : the post COVID-19 school
curriculum
Place of publication : Publisher not identified, 2020.
Subjects: COVID-19 Pandemic, 2020- —Education. Education and
state.
Summary: This book or program redefines “Education”, “Genius”, and
“SUCCESS”, hence the “Ideal ‘Scholar,’” or employee, citizen, and
society; unearths new inputs, outputs, and outcomes, chalks out the
Journey Back to Greatness, sets the tone, raises the bar, equalizes the
learner’s, employee’s, and society’s performance and income gaps, and
thus self-reliance and prosperity.
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371.394 N427
Nelson, Loui Lord
Design and deliver : planning and teaching using universal design for
learning. Second edition
Baltimore, MD : Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co., 2021.
Subjects: Children with disabilities—Education. Cognitive styles.
Educational technology. Individualized instruction. Universal design.
Summary: Written as a practical guide for teachers in inclusive settings,
this book introduces Universal Design for Learning (UDL) and describes
how to effectively implement it in the classroom. UDL is a framework that
guides the design of barrier-free, instructionally rich learning
environments and lessons that provide access to all students. In this research-based, easy-to-read
guide, the author highlights how K-12 educators can use the three key principles of UDL—
Engagement, Representation, and Action & Expression—to meet the needs of diverse learners.
The book explains UDL; describes the vocabulary, myths, and brain science underlying it; and
offers strategies, lesson plan guidance, and techniques to implement it.
371.399 B156
Bailey, Sally
Drama for the inclusive classroom : activities to support curriculum
and social-emotional learning
New York, NY : Routledge, 2021.
Subjects: Affective education. Drama in education. Drama—Therapeutic
use. Inclusive education—Curricula.
Summary: Incorporate drama and improvisation into your classroom to
build confidence, support social-emotional learning, and engage every
student in the curriculum. This book’s detailed and easy-to-implement
chapters walk you through using drama to develop critical listening and
communication skills, conflict resolution abilities, behavior regulation, and even grow new skills
in math, literature, geography, and more. Each chapter builds on the skills learned in previous
lessons, allowing you to increase the complexity as students progress. Designed for use with
inclusive classrooms as well as dedicated special education programs, this guide features
adaptable activities to include students at every ability level.
371.713 T133
Tailor, Manisha
50 wellbeing lessons for the diverse primary classroom : teaching
through inclusive practice
Abingdon, Oxon, UK : Routledge, 2021.
Subjects: Multicultural education. School children—Mental health.
School children—Psychology. Well-being.
Summary: This book is designed to support teachers in promoting social
and emotional wellbeing within their diverse classroom. With 50 detailed
lessons plans and supplemented resources to promote discussion, each
lesson plan contains learning outcomes, activity descriptions and further
questions around areas of diversity specific to race, culture and LGBTQ+.
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371.829 L157
Ladson-Billings, Gloria.
Critical race theory in education : a scholar's journey
New York, NY : Teachers College Press, 2021.
Subjects: Critical race theory. Discrimination in education. Educational
equalization. Multicultural education. Racism in education.
Summary: This book brings together key writings from one of the most
influential education scholars of our time. In this collection of her seminal
essays on critical race theory, the author seeks to clear up some of the
confusion and misconceptions that education researchers have around race
and inequality.
371.82996073 D994
Dyce, Cherrel Miller; Davis, Julius
Black males matter : a blueprint for creating school and classroom
environments to support their academic and social development : a
sourcebook
Charlotte, NC : Information Age Publishing, Inc., 2021.
Subjects: African American boys—Education. Classroom environment—
United States. Community and school—United States. School
environment—United States.
Summary: A major premise of this book is that teachers, school leaders,
and school support staff are not taught how to create school and classroom
environments to support the academic and social success of Black male students. The purpose of
this book is to help champion a paradigmatic shift in educating Black males. This book aims to
provide an asset and solution-based framework that connects the educational system with
community cultural wealth and educational outcomes. The text will be a sourcebook for inservice and pre-service teachers, administrators, district leaders, and school support staff to
utilize in their quest to increase academic and social success for their Black male students.
Adopting a strengths-based epistemological stance, this book will provide concerned
constituencies with a framework from which to engage and produce success.
371.82997 H794
Hopkins, John P.
Indian education for all : decolonizing Indigenous education in public
schools
New York, NY : Teachers College Press, 2020.
Subjects: Culturally relevant pedagogy. Educational change. Indigenous
Peoples in Canada. Indigenous Peoples—Education.
Summary: This book explains why teachers and schools need to privilege
Indigenous knowledge and explicitly integrate decolonization concepts
into learning and teaching to address the academic gaps in Native
education. The aim of the book is to help teacher educators, school
administrators, and policy makers engage in productive and authentic conversations with tribal
communities about what Indigenous education reform should entail.
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371.9 H847
Connor, David J. (Ed.)
How teaching shapes our thinking about disabilities : stories from the
field
New York, NY : Peter Lang, 2021.
Subjects: Education—Biographical methods. Special education teachers.
Special education—Fieldwork.
Summary: This book purposefully connects practice to research, and vice
versa, through the use of deeply personal stories in the form of
autoethnographic memoirs. In this collection, twenty contributors share
selected tales of teaching students with dis/abilities in K-12 settings across
the USA, including tentative triumphs, frustrating failures, and a deep desire to understand the
dynamics of teaching and learning. The authors are increasingly critical of deficit-models of
disability that emphasized commonplace practices of physical and social exclusion, dysfunction
and disorders, repetitive remediation and punishments. They encourage a shift away from the
limiting discourse of special education and toward becoming critical special educators, engaging
with disability studies as a way to reclaim, reframe, and reimagine disability as a natural part of
human diversity.

371.9144 G976
Gunning, Thomas G.
Assessing and correcting reading and writing difficulties
New York, NY : Pearson, 2018.
Subjects: English language—Composition and exercises—Ability testing.
English language—Composition and exercises—Study and teaching.
Reading disability—Evaluation. Reading—Ability testing. Reading—
Remedial teaching.
Summary: This book covers virtually all aspects of assessment, including
basic concepts of tests and measurements; standardized measures, and
informal but highly regarded techniques. The book’s thorough, practical coverage of
instructional techniques includes approaches for working with readers and writers who have the
most severe difficulties. Some 46 sample lessons covering virtually every essential skill are
presented and accompanied by numerous suggestions for practice and reinforcement, including
the use of technology. The text takes the position that with the right kind of instruction and
reinforcement, virtually all students can learn to read and write complex text, which is the
foundation for being college- and career-ready.
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371.94 K97
Kuypers, Leah M.
The zones of regulations : a curriculum designed to foster selfregulation and emotional control
Santa Clara, CA : Think Social Publishing, 2011.
Subjects: Autistic children—Education. Autonomy (Psychology)—Study
and teaching. Children with disabilities—Education. Self-control—Study
and teaching. Self-management (Psychology)—Study and teaching.
Social skills—Study and teaching—Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Summary: This book is a curriculum geared toward helping students gain
skills in consciously regulating their actions, which in turn leads to increased control and
problem-solving abilities. Using a cognitive behavior approach, the curriculum's learning
activities are designed to help students recognize when they are in different states called "zones,"
with each of four zones represented by a different color. In the activities, students also learn how
to use strategies or tools to stay in a zone or move from one to another. The curriculum's learning
activities are presented in 18 lessons. Many lessons offer extension activities and ways to adapt
the activity for individual student needs. The curriculum also includes worksheets, other
handouts, and visuals to display and share.

372.13 S121
Sackstein, Starr; Terwilliger, Karen
Hacking learning centers in grades 6-12 : how to design small-group
instruction to foster active learning, shared leadership, and student
accountability
Highland Heights, OH : Times 10 Publications, 2021.
Subjects: Classroom learning centers. Education, Secondary.
Individualized instruction. Small groups. Teaching—Aids and devices.
Summary: Learning centers for grade 6 and beyond can transform your
classroom into a dynamic learning experience. A learning centers model
enhances excellent pedagogy. Learning is a dynamic experience, and students thrive when
educators acknowledge individual learners’ needs and interests and inspire them to engage with
the content more deeply within personalized middle and high school spaces. Learning centers
create robust thinkers, problem-solvers, and brave leaders. As teachers and administrators, we
can build learning structures that include everyone and allow students to collaborate, experiment,
reflect, self-assess, and transfer the learning to their lives beyond school. This book shares the
“why” along with practical guidance to design and teach with learning centers.
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372.21 B877
Brown, Christopher Pierce
Resisting the kinder-race : restoring joy to early learning
New York, NY : Teachers College Press, 2021.
Subjects: Democracy and education. Early childhood education. Educational
change. Kindergarten.
Summary: This book explores how the current process of schooling that
frames public education through economic rather than democratic terms is
fundamentally flawed, why it must change, and how all members and
participants within the early childhood and elementary school communities
must be a part of the reform process. The work is based on the author's recent studies of
stakeholders in the changed kindergarten as well as earlier studies examining the impact of
reforms on classrooms, pre and in-service teachers, students, families, administrators, teacher
educators, and other education stakeholders. By examining these issues empirically, practically,
and theoretically, the author illuminates the complexity of what is currently occurring in
kindergarten and other early childhood classrooms across the U.S. Then, the author skillfully
puts forward ideas for change that are practical and achievable in developing systems of
schooling that can educate, foster, and sustain a democratic society.
372.21 F312
Feldman, Jean; Kisloski, Carolyn
The possibilities of play : imaginative learning centers for children, ages
3-6
Lewisville, NC : Gryphon House, Inc., 2021.
Subjects: Classroom learning centers. Early childhood education. Play.
Summary: Thoughtfully created learning centers are bubbling with
opportunities for active learning. The authors bring you a collection of
practical ideas and tips to inspire engagement and spark learning in your
classroom centers, and, importantly, keep children coming back for more. Children learn best
through play. Discover how you can help them thrive in your learning centers. This book brings
expert tips for selecting and managing materials, facilitating explorations, and challenging
children to: explore on their own time and at their own level, engage in hands-on discovery,
solve problems and use critical-thinking skills, practice emerging skills across domains, share
and get along with others, develop language, and realize their own sense of creativity.
372.35 C881
Coyote science. Season 2, Astronomy [DVD]
Place of publication : Animiki See Distribution Inc., 2020.
Subjects: Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction television programs. Science—Study and
teaching. Space—Juvenile films.
Summary: Join us as we look to the sky. Our Science Questers find out about going to space and
how being part of a team was one of Commander Herrington's favourite parts of being an
astronaut. Corey Gray, Blackfoot scientist who works at the Laser Interferometer GravitationalWave Observatory (LIGO) takes us on his journey to being part of the team that measured
gravitational waves. And Kai uses magnets to hack gravity.
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372.35 C881
Coyote science. Season 2, Buffalo [DVD]
Place of publication : Animiki See Distribution Inc., 2020.
Subjects: Bison—Juvenile films. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction television
programs. Science—Study and teaching.
Summary: Buffaloes have a big impact on the ecosystem of the plains lands of Turtle Island.
Science Questers go on a journey in Blackfoot Territory to learn about the restoration of the
Buffalo and eco-balance. Kai makes some quick and tasty pemmican.
372.35 C881
Coyote science. Season 2, City food [DVD]
Place of publication : Animiki See Distribution Inc., 2020.
Subjects: Food—Juvenile films. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction television
programs. Nutrition—Juvenile films. Science—Study and teaching.
Summary: As Indigenous people, we have our own medicines and foods. Science Questers
investigate how to sustain that connection of culture and food in a busy urban environment. Kai
makes quick and easy healthy fruit leather.
372.35 C881
Coyote science. Season 2, Life by the ocean [DVD]
Place of publication : Animiki See Distribution Inc., 2020.
Subjects: Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction television programs. Oceans—Juvenile
films. Science—Study and teaching.
Summary: Many Indigenous people live by the ocean and gain knowledge about it. Quinn and
Austin meet Indigenous Scientists and Knowledge Holders who live and work near the ocean.
Elder Mus-Swiya Jamie Dixon is from the shishalh Nation who are caretakers of their territory,
taking what they need when they fish. Haida elder Kawan Sangaa Woody Morrison describes
how they learn navigation by studying stars, tides, birds and winds while on the ocean. Kai
makes a tide diorama to demonstrate the flow of ocean waters and DJ Salmon spreads the
message about practices that endanger wild salmon. Fisherman Rosemarie Georgeson respects
ocean fish and habitats while making a living. Commander John Herrington talks about how
sharks contribute to the well-beings of our oceans. Water provides travel, food, and connection
to family for tribes from Alaska to Vancouver Island.
372.35 C881
Coyote science. Season 2, Our great blue world [DVD]
Place of publication : Animiki See Distribution Inc., 2020.
Subjects: Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Marine sciences—Juvenile films. Nonfiction
television programs. Science—Study and teaching.
Summary: The ocean provides much of the world's oxygen. Science Questers take part in a water
ceremony, something that many Indigenous nations perform to honour water, a living being.
Saltwater and cedar are used for spiritual cleansing. An animated sequence shows us the huge
patch of plastic garbage floating in the Pacific. ‘Qátuwas (Jessica Brown) of Heiltsuk and Nuuchah-nulth heritage brings Indigenous knowledge to ocean science, and we learn about ocean
thermal vents. Kai shows the effects of acidification on ocean life, and we learn from Jesse
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Hemphill and the Gwa'sala-'Nakwaxda'xw people about harvesting herring roe. Planet Earth is
mostly water. Water is sacred. Indigenous science is about building relationship with place –
connecting with land and water.
372.35 C881
Coyote science. Season 2, Rivers [DVD]
Place of publication : Animiki See Distribution Inc., 2020.
Subjects: Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction television programs. Science—Study and
teaching. Rivers--Juvenile films.
Summary: Science Questers explore the importance of rivers, their ecosystems and how to
protect them. Anostin, Willem and Charlie have fun demonstrating how a watershed works. And
we meet Sto:lo Historian Sonny McHalsie who educates us about the science behind drying
salmon by the river.
372.35 C881
Coyote science. Season 2, Skateboarding [DVD]
Place of publication : Animiki See Distribution Inc., 2020.
Subjects: Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction television programs. Physics—Juvenile
films. Science—Study and teaching. Skateboarding—Juvenile films.
Summary: Physics play a big part in skateboarding. Science Questers hop on their boards and
talk to a physicist about how force, energy and gravity are in motion while skateboarding. Kai
turns his skateboard into a rocket with the ‘Cola Geyser’ – and Isa meets with pro skater Rose
Archie to get some skateboarding tips.
372.35 C881
Coyote science. Season 2, Solar power [DVD]
Place of publication : Animiki See Distribution Inc., 2020.
Subjects: Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction television programs. Science—Study and
teaching. Sun—Juvenile films.
Summary: The sun is a huge part in the source of life. It keeps us warm, gives living organisms
energy and grows our food. Science Questers investigate how solar power can serve as a clean
alternative energy source. Kai makes a DIY solar oven.
372.35 C881
Coyote science. Season 2, Underground [DVD]
Place of publication : Animiki See Distribution Inc., 2020.
Subjects: Geothermal resources—Juvenile films. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs. Science—Study and teaching.
Summary: Find out what goes on underground when Science Questers explore the world of pithouses and geothermal power. Kai and Anostin take a trip to Iceland to see geothermal activity
up front, while Kai makes a mini model to show how geothermal energy works. Plus, an
Indigenous archeologist celebrates the knowledge she gathers about her ancestors, looking
underground.
372.35 C881
Coyote science. Season 2, Virtual reality [DVD]
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Place of publication : Animiki See Distribution Inc., 2020.
Subjects: Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction television programs. Science—Study and
teaching. Virtual reality—Juvenile films.
Summary: Virtual Reality (VR) is a new way to experience stories, play games and see the
world without leaving your house. Science Questers investigate what virtual reality means to our
lives and what you need to know to make VR. Kai shows how to make your own zoetrope and
Commander John Herrington reveals how he learned to walk in space using VR at NASA.
372.35 C881
Coyote science. Season 2, Volcanoes [DVD]
Place of publication : Animiki See Distribution Inc., 2020.
Subjects: Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction television programs. Science—Study and
teaching. Volcanoes—Juvenile films.
Summary: Isa tells us about the “Ring of Fire” and the role of tectonic plates in the creation of
volcanoes. Find out how geology, chemistry, physics and imagination go into studying
volcanoes. Kai and Anostin learn how Iceland was formed by tectonic plates moving apart and
how there are over 130 volcanoes in Iceland. We meet volcanologists in Iceland and Hawaii who
study the lives of volcanoes.
372.4 B855
Bright, Robin M.
Sometimes reading is hard : using decoding, vocabulary, and
comprehension strategies to inspire fluent, passionate, lifelong readers
Markham, ON : Pembroke Publishers Limited, 2021.
Subjects: Reading (Elementary).
Summary: When students say that reading is boring, difficult,
overwhelming, or they cannot find a good book, it is almost impossible to
sell them on the idea that reading is fun and worthwhile. This book shows
teachers how to develop the skills students need to be successful and how
to cultivate passionate, lifelong readers. Classroom vignettes, promising practices, and step-bystep activities illustrate how teachers can weave teaching the skills of reading, decoding,
vocabulary, comprehension, and fluency with real reasons to read. When students want to read
and they enjoy it, their reading skills improve. With the right motivation, any student can become
an enthusiastic reader.

372.4 H478
Helmers, Carolyn; Vincent, Susan
Intentional from the start : guiding emergent readers in small groups
Portsmouth, NH : Stenhouse Publishers, 2021.
Subjects: Group reading. Reading (Early childhood).
Summary: In this book, the authors take a concentrated look at the oftenunderestimated reading and writing work that occurs during the emergent
reading stages of literacy development (PreA–D) and the seemingly
simplistic books we use to teach them in small-group guided reading.
Though both may appear unsophisticated, these earliest readers and the
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texts we use to meet their needs are each unique and full of nuances that are generally
overlooked. The authors explore how emergent readers learn best and position text levels
appropriately in the service of students. They also turn their attention to a comprehensive
exploration of the particular needs of emergent readers and how the work they do at text levels
PreA–D lays a critical foundation necessary for them to continue growing successfully into text
levels E and beyond.

372.41 L635
Leslie, Lauren; Caldwell, Joanne
Qualitative reading inventory. 6. Sixth edition
Boston, MA : Pearson, 2017.
Subjects: Qualitative Reading Inventory. Reading comprehension—
Ability testing.
Summary: The QRI-6 continues to emphasize the authentic assessment of
children’s reading abilities–from the earliest emergent readers to advanced
readers. This popular resource provides graded word lists and numerous
passages designed to assess a student’s oral reading accuracy, rate of
reading, and comprehension of passage read orally and silently. Several unique features set it
apart from other resources in the field, including narrative and expository passages at each level
from pre-primer through high school, as well as all self-contained selections being highly
representative of the structure and topics of materials found in basal readers and content-area
textbooks. For example, passages at the pre-primer through second grade levels are presented
with pictures, and maps and illustrations are part of the expository selections at fourth grade
through high school levels.
372.41 S942
Such, Christopher
The art and science of teaching primary reading
Thousand Oaks, CA : Corwin, 2021.
Subjects: Reading (Elementary). Reading (Primary).
Summary: The essential guide to the science behind reading and its
practical implications for classroom teaching in primary schools. Teaching
children to read is one of the most important tasks in primary education
and classroom practice needs to be underpinned by a secure foundation of
knowledge. Teachers need to know what reading entails, how children
learn to read and how it can be taught effectively. This book is an essential
guide for primary teachers that explores the key technical and practical aspects of how children
read. It has with strong links to theory and how to translate this into the classroom. Bite-size
chapters offer accessible research-informed ideas across all major key topics including phonics,
comprehension, teaching children with reading difficulties and strategies for the classroom.
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372.43 J66
Johnson, Andrew P.
Designing meaning-based interventions for struggling readers
New York, NY : Guilford Press, 2021.
Subjects: Reading disability. Reading—Remedial teaching. Response to
intervention (Learning disabled children).
Summary: The author presents a range of strategies for addressing
difficulties in the core areas of word identification, fluency, and
comprehension. Packed with illustrative figures, the book provides
guidance and tools for assessing reading problems, combining and
adapting interventions for particular students, planning writing activities to
enhance reading, aligning efforts within a response-to-intervention framework, and designing
individualized education programs. Informed by current research, the author candidly targets
"educational malpractice” and helps readers puzzle through the controversies surrounding
dyslexia diagnoses and special education decision making.
372.465 A456
The alphabet construction troubles : A to Z upper and lower case
letters
Saskatchewan : M Larson Books, 2019.
Subjects: Alphabet—Juvenile literature. English language—Alphabet—
Juvenile literature.
Summary: Education should be fun. Keep your child excited about
learning the letters of the alphabet with this fun book. Using real life
photos of "construction troubles," aka tractors in trouble, your child can learn upper and lower
case letters as well as construction terminology.
372.623 H294
Harper, Rebecca G.
Write now and write on, grades 6-12 : 37 strategies for authentic daily
writing in every content area
Thousand Oaks, CA : Corwin, 2022.
Subjects: English language—Composition and exercises—Study and
teaching (Secondary). Language arts—Correlation with content subjects.
Summary: Your students may not realize it, but they’re already writers.
All those informal text messages, Instagram captions, and Facebook posts
have given them skills they can use as a springboard to the formal,
content-specific writing they’ll need for success in school, college, and careers. The key, of
course, is practice—plus a little guidance from you. And you’ll be ready, no matter what subject
you teach, because this essential reference is packed with relevant, contemporary teaching
strategies that are easily customizable to work across content areas.
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372.86 C519
Chepko, Stevie; Holt/Hale, Shirley Ann
PE metrics : assessing student performance using the National
Standards and grade-level outcomes for K-12 physical education
Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics, 2019.
Subjects: Physical education and training. Physical education for
children—Curricula. Physical education for children—Evaluation.
Physical education for children—Standards.
Summary: This professional resource offers 130 assessment templates for
use in the physical education classroom. They are organized according to
the American National Standards in Physical Education but could be adapted for the assessment
of Saskatchewan curricular outcomes.
372.89 L438
Case, Roland (Ed.)
Learning to inquire in social studies : an anthology for elementary
teachers. Fourth edition
Vancouver, BC : Critical Thinking Consortium, 2021.
Subjects: Education, Elementary—Curricula. Social sciences—Study
and teaching (Elementary).
Summary: This book brings together the work of prominent education
scholars and the experiences of highly regarded teachers—the best of the
theory and of the practice—in a comprehensive collection. The 23
chapters and extensive online supplement present a diversity of
perspectives that provide context, insight, and direction for teaching
social studies at the elementary level.

372.89 R254
Raven's quest, season 2. Alexciia [DVD]
Montréal : Apartment 11 Productions, 2020.
Subjects: Canada. Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs.
Summary: Alexciia is a 9-year-old girl from the Blackfoot Nation. She lives in Calgary, Alberta.
Alexciia loves to dance and she demonstrates a jingle dance and a hoop dance. She also shows us
how to decorate special hoops for dancing. Alexciia loves to play in the snow with her friend,
Izzy, and her brother, Dreyton. Winter is her favourite season.
372.89 R254
Raven's quest, season 2. Ansen [DVD]
Montréal, QC: Apartment 11 Productions, 2020.
Subjects: Canada. Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs.
Summary: Ansen is a ten-year-old boy from the Tsuut’ina nation outside of Calgary, Alberta. He
rides horses bareback, a long-standing tradition among First Nation horsemen. He loves
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drumming and plays his traditional drum and the drums in his school band. Ansen also shares
his passion for dancing and shows us the Prairie Chicken Dance.
372.89 R254
Raven's quest, season 2. Autumn [DVD].
Montréal, QC : Apartment 11 Productions, 2020.
Subjects: Canada. Educational television programs. Indigenous peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs.
Summary: Autumn is an 11-year-old Gitxsan girl from the Kispiox Band. She lives in Terrace,
BC. Autumn enjoys making roses from cedar bark, and she shows us how. It’s a traditional
craft. Autumn and her two best friends, Rufus and Xaden, go snowshoeing with their teacher,
G’wales, who teaches them how to set up a special camera that captures pictures of animals in
the forest.
372.89 R254
Raven's quest, season 2. Bradley [DVD]
Montréal, QC: Apartment 11 Productions, 2020.
Subjects: Canada. Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs.
Summary: Bradley is an 11-year-old Cayuga boy from the Six Nations of the Grand River who
loves spending time at his grandparents’ home on Walpole Island, Ontario. He’s passionate
about fishing and sports, especially baseball. Bradley is an artist; he draws animals and
illustrates a traditional story about three hunters and the Big Dipper.
372.89 R254
Raven's quest, season 2. Cameron [DVD]
Montréal, QC : Apartment 11 Productions, 2020.
Subjects: Canada. Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs.
Summary: Cameron is a 10-year-old Mohawk boy from the Six Nations of the Grand River,
Ontario. Cameron is super sporty and loves to play hockey and lacrosse. He’s also passionate
about drawing hockey players. Cameron and his family build a Snow Snake track in the
backyard and he shows us how to play this traditional winter game.
372.89 R254
Raven's quest, season 2. Gracyn [DVD]
Montréal, QC : Apartment 11 Productions, 2020.
Subjects: Canada. Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs.
Summary: Gracyn is an 11-year-old Métis girl from Duck Bay, Manitoba. Gracyn is a fabulous
square dancer and designs and sews the costumes for her dance troupe. At the local community
centre, Gracyn’s troupe puts on a show. At school, she plays badminton and is learning how to
play the fiddle. Gracyn also likes to hang out with her family and go ice fishing.
372.89 R254
Raven's quest, season 2. Hope [DVD]
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Montréal, QC : Apartment 11 Productions, 2020.
Subjects: Canada. Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs.
Summary: Hope is an 11-year-old Ojibwe girl from Wikwemkoong, Ontario. Hope loves to
plant corn, beans and squash in her traditional Three Sisters garden. Every year she harvests
some of the vegetables and enters them in the Fall Fair competition – and wins. Her best friends
Hailey and Kenzie hang out on the swings and they all do arts and crafts together.
372.89 R254
Raven's quest, season 2. Javier [DVD]
Montréal, QC : Apartment 11 Productions, 2020.
Subjects: Canada. Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs.
Summary: Javier is a 9-year-old Ojibwe boy from Manitoulin Island in Ontario. Javier loves
cross-country running and he’s passionate about dinosaurs. He draws them and has a dino coin
collection. His grandmother teaches him traditional beadwork and Javier decorates a medicine
pouch.
372.89 R254
Raven's quest, season 2. Joshua [DVD]
Montréal, QC : Apartment 11 Productions, 2020.
Subjects: Canada. Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs.
Summary: Joshua is a 12-year-old Ojibwe boy from Curve Lake, Ontario. He’s passionate about
playing baseball, whether on his team or just with his friends. Joshua and his best friend Carter
play baseball and Manhunt together, and at home, they love playing video games. Joshua is the
leader of a group called the Redpath Singers. They go to schools and teach local kids about
traditional drumming and singing.
372.89 R254
Raven's quest, season 2. Kaksat'iio [DVD]
Montréal, QC : Apartment 11 Productions, 2020.
Subjects: Canada. Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs.
Summary: Kaksat’iio is a 10-year-old Mohawk girl from Kahnawà:ke. Today is her birthday
party with cake and pizza. Kaksat’iio is proud to model clothing created by Indigenous
designers and she takes us to a photo session. She’s also a competitive gymnast who practices
hard to do well in competition. Kaksat’iio shows us how to plant corn, one of the important
foods traditionally grown by many First Nations.
372.89 R254
Raven's quest, season 2. Kikpesan [DVD]
Montréal, QC : Apartment 11 Productions, 2020.
Subjects: Canada. Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs.
Summary: Kikpesan just turned 13. She’s from the Mi’kmaq Nation and she lives in
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Esgenoòpetitj, New Brunswick. Kikpesan is an accomplished archer, she has competed at the
New Brunswick Indian Summer Games and has won many medals. Kikpesan’s parents are
lobster fishers, and on weekends she helps with the catch. Kikpesan and her family have a sweat
lodge and she explains that during ceremonies the family drums, sings and prays in the sweat
lodge.
372.89 R254
Raven's quest, season 2. Marissa [DVD]
Montréal, QC : Apartment 11 Productions, 2020.
Subjects: Canada. Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs.
Summary: Marissa is an 11-year-old girl from Curve Lake, Ontario. She’s a member of the
Ojibwe nation. She goes out in a canoe to harvest wild rice, a traditional food for her people and
introduces us to her role model, her Grandmother, who is Chief of Curve Lake. Marissa loves to
play hockey and to ride bikes with her best friend April.
372.89 R254
Raven's quest, season 2. Morgan [DVD]
Montréal, QC : Apartment 11 Productions, 2020.
Subjects: Canada. Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs.
Summary: Morgan is a 12-year-old Métis girl from East Selkirk, Manitoba. Her Dad is a local
firefighter so she gets to hang out with her best buddy Adrea at the firehouse. Then the girls go
swimming together. Morgan teaches her Mom traditional Métis beadwork. She’s an excellent
Métis fiddler and performs for the residents of a local retirement home.
372.89 R254
Raven's quest, season 2. Myles [DVD]
Montréal, QC : Apartment 11 Productions, 2020.
Subjects: Canada. Educational television programs. Indigenous peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs.
Summary: Myles is a 10-year-old Ojibwe boy from Brandon, Manitoba. He demonstrates how to
make a dream catcher with his sisters and, while at school, how to build a traditional drum from
hide and wood. Myles is learning how to play hockey and loves to hang out with his buddy,
Kingston, on the rink. Myles visits some very rare and sacred white buffaloes and explains why
it’s important to honour the buffalo with a special offering of tobacco.
372.89 R254
Raven's quest, season 2. Natalya and Adriana [DVD]
Montréal, QC : Apartment 11 Productions, 2020.
Subjects: Canada. Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs.
Summary: 8-year-old Natalya and 10-year-old Adriana are sisters who live in Mount Currie,
British Columbia. They are from the Lil’wat Nation. Adriana and Natalya are on the Whistler
Indigenous Snowboard Team. They show us how to make traditional bracelets from cedar bark
and introduce us to the Douglas Fir Tree – an important symbol in their community.
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372.89 R254
Raven's quest, season 2. Phenix [DVD]
Montréal, QC : Apartment 11 Productions, 2020.
Subjects: Canada. Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs.
Summary: Phenix is an 8-year-old Mi’kmaq boy from Gesgapegiag, Quebec. He helps out at his
grandparents’ sugar shack making maple syrup from sap and he shows us how it’s done. He also
shows us all the delicious candies and treats that are made from the syrup. In the summer,
Phenix barrel races with his horse, Paris. In the winter, Phenix and Paris give sleigh rides to his
friends. In their town there is a special church shaped like a gigantic teepee. Inside the church is
a small museum that has pictures and artifacts from Phenix’s family.
372.89 R254
Raven's quest, season 2. Simon [DVD]
Montréal, QC : Apartment 11 Productions, 2020.
Subjects: Canada. Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs.
Summary: Simon is a 9-year-old Inuk boy who lives in Ottawa, Ontario. His passions are
painting and photography and he’s a very talented artist. Simon takes us on a tour of Inuit Day
in Ottawa, and into the Elders’ tent where we see a traditional lamp and some traditional food.
372.89 R254
Raven's quest, season 2. Skawennahawi [DVD]
Montréal, QC : Apartment 11 Productions, 2020.
Subjects: Canada. Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs.
Summary: Skawennahawi is a 9-year-old Mohawk girl from Ottawa, Ontario. She loves to hang
out with her best friend, Eliane, and together they go to swim team practice and make a delicious
Shepherd’s Pie made with corn, a traditional First Nations crop. Skawennahawi also shows us
how to make boiled corn bread and strawberry muffins. Strawberries are also an important
traditional First Nations food.
372.89 R254
Raven's quest, season 2. Waskwaabiish [DVD]
Montréal, QC : Apartment 11 Productions, 2020.
Subjects: Canada. Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs.
Summary: Waskwaabiish is a 10-year-old from the Mohawk and Anishinaabe Nations. He’s
into science and cooking. Waskwaabiish helps his mom prepare the materials for a class she
teaches on making moccasins and he demonstrates the smoke dance, a traditional dance with fast
footwork. Waskwaabiish loves to play baseball and ride bikes with his best friend, Payton.
372.89 R254
Raven's quest, season 2. Wiingashk [DVD]
Montréal, QC : Apartment 11 Productions, 2020.
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Subjects: Canada. Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction
television programs.
Summary: Wiingashk is an 11-year-old boy from Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. He’s Ojibwe.
Wiingashk loves to hang out with his father and together they practice archery and go hunting in
the bush. Wiingashk is a featured dancer at the Indigenous Day celebration where he performs
the Fancy Bustle dance. Wiingashk’s special word is “adik” which means “elk” in Ojibwe.
372.89 R968
Russell, William B.; Waters, Stewart
Essentials of middle and secondary social studies. Second edition
New York, NY : Routledge, 2019.
Subjects: Social sciences—Study and teaching (Elementary). Social
sciences—Study and teaching (Secondary).
Summary: Building on the success of the first edition, this book focuses
on the key issues central to the teaching of middle and high school social
studies, including lesson planning and instructional strategies. Written in
an engaging, conversational style, the text encourages teachers in their
development as professionals and enables them to effectively use creative
and active learning strategies in the everyday classroom.
379 C934
Winton, Sue (Ed.)
Critical perspectives on education policy and schools, families, and
communities
Charlotte, NC : Information Age Publishing, Inc., 2020.
Subjects: Community and school. Education and state. Home and
school. School management and organization.
Summary: This book's authors share a critical orientation towards policy
and policy research and invite readers to think differently about what
policy is, who policymakers are, and what policy can achieve. Their
chapters discuss findings from research grounded in diverse theories,
including institutional ethnography, critical disability theory, and critical race theory. The
authors encourage FSC scholars to ask who benefits from policies (and who loses) and how
proposed reforms maintain or disrupt existing relations of power. The chapters present original
research on a broad range of policies at the local, state/provincial, and national levels in Canada
and the USA. Each chapter concludes with a discussion of implications of the research for
educators, families, and other community partners.
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379.26 C678
Cohn-Vargas, Becki; Creer Kahn, Alexandrea
Belonging and inclusion in identity safe schools : a guide for
educational leaders
Thousand Oaks, CA : Corwin, 2022.
Subjects: Discrimination in education. Educational equalization. Identity
(Psychology).
Summary: Students of all backgrounds reach their full potential when they
feel a sense of belonging and inclusion. When their social identities are
valued as assets rather than barriers to learning, they flourish. This guide
provides evidence-based strategies that support you as a leader in creating
an environment that promotes identity safe students, who experience a challenging curriculum
that respects their diverse social identities.
379.26 H342
Harvey, Robert S.
Abolitionist leadership in schools : undoing systemic injustice through
communally conscious education
New York, NY : Routledge, 2021.
Subjects: Community and school. Discrimination in education.
Educational equalization. Social justice and education.
Summary: This book offers school and district leaders rich insights and
approaches for recreating, restructuring, and reorienting their service to
students, families, staff, and communities in crisis. Though often
associated with sudden, large-scale disruptions, crises are ongoing
matters—particularly among systemically-oppressed people—that underscore the planning
voids, resource inequities, marginalizing policies, and strategic lapses of any teaching and
learning community, while perpetuating students' social-emotional, psychological, and
pedagogical traumas. This expansive book guides school leaders to provide pre-emptive,
premeditated, and progressive leadership while countering the impacts of racism that endure in
our schools.
379.26 H773
Honigsfeld, Andrea; Dove, Maria G.
From equity insights to action : critical strategies for teaching
multilingual learners
Thousand Oaks, CA : Corwin, 2022.
Subjects: Educational equalization. English language—Study and
teaching—Foreign speakers—Social aspects. Multicultural education.
Multilingualism in children.
Summary: Multilingual Learners (MLLs) experienced disproportionate
levels of harm throughout the pandemic including loss of family members,
loss of family income, higher rates of trauma, and insufficient access to
digital technology. At the same time, we must resist the tendency to pathologize these children
and to recognize that, despite the degree of harm they experienced, they carry many assets — not
the least of which is the ability to function in multiple languages and cultures. The need for
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practical, classroom-level strategies for MLLs is especially urgent in a post-COVID world. This
ready-to use guide will not only be closely aligned to some essential concepts and practices
centering on equity, but will also address how educators serving MLLs in any context can
effectively build an asset-based approach as the foundation of an equitable practice. It will offer
a much-needed resource for educators who need a thoughtful, research-informed, yet accessible
and practical reference.

379.26 S617
Singleton, Glenn E.
Courageous conversations about race : a field guide for achieving
equity in schools and beyond. Third edition
Thousand Oaks, CA : Corwin, 2022.
Subjects: Academic achievement. Educational equalization. United
States—Race relations.
Summary: This revision of this classic text could not be timelier. We are at
a moment of reckoning with respect to race in America. The COVID 19
pandemic, coupled with the centuries-old pandemic of racial injustice,
have brought new attention to the presence of systemic racism in our
schools and other institutions. The author’s past work has been prescient in setting forth the
premise that before we can "solve" race in this country, we need to learn to talk about it. This
edition retains the hallmark features of previous editions, including the four agreements, the
protocol, activities, reflective prompts and a series of powerful Racial Autobiographies.
However, it has been updated to reflect our current sociopolitical environment — especially the
current spotlight on racial injustice juxtaposed against a white nationalist backlash. This book
has helped equity leaders in K-12 schools, as well as other institutions, develop their racial
consciousness, and guide others to greater understanding and action.

384.558 C736
Compesi, Ronald J.; Gomez, Jaime S.
Introduction to video production : studio, field, and beyond. Second
edition
New York, NY : Routledge, 2018.
Subjects: Video recordings—Production and direction.
Summary: This is a detailed reference textbook for video and television
production. The text goes through the definitions and technical
information for a full-scope production on a film set or television studio.
There are specific sections for microphones, lighting, cameras, editing,
producing, directing, and even set design.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
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394.264 P168
Pallister, David James
Remembrance Day in Canada
Place of publication : Tellwell Talent, 2018.
Subjects: Remembrance Day (Canada)—Juvenile literature.
Summary: Since the beginning of the first Remembrance Day in 1919,
Canadians have come together from all across the country; from west to
east, from north to south and across different cultures and ages, to
acknowledge the sacrifices of the men and women of the Canadian Armed Forces. In this book,
your primary aged child will learn: many of the symbols associated with Remembrance Day ;
how we honour soldiers and veterans on Remembrance Day; and how we honour soldiers and
veterans throughout the year. This book is for teaching younger children about Remembrance
Day and can be used as a reference tool for Remembrance Day ceremonies at elementary
schools.
428.00712 C952
Crovitz, Darren; Devereaux, Michelle D.
More grammar to get things done : daily lessons for teaching
grammar in context
New York, NY : Routledge, 2020.
Subjects: English language—Grammar—Study and teaching (Secondary).
English language—Study and teaching (Secondary).
Summary: Through applied practice in real-world contexts, the authors
explain how to develop students’ mastery of grammar and answer difficult
questions about usage, demonstrating how grammar acts as a tool for
specific purposes in students’ lives. Accessibly written and organized, the
book provides ten adaptable activity guides for each concept, illustrating instruction from a usebased perspective. Middle and high school preservice and inservice English teachers will gain
confidence in their own grammar knowledge and learn how to teach grammar in ways that are
uniquely accessible and purposeful for students.

428.00712 H631
Hicks, Troy; Schoenborn, Andy
Creating confident writers for high school, college, and life
New York, NY : W. W. Norton & Company, 2020.
Subjects: Composition (Language arts)—Study and teaching (Higher).
Composition (Language arts)—Study and teaching (Secondary). English
language—Composition and exercises—Study and teaching (Higher).
English language—Composition and exercises—Study and teaching
(Secondary).
Summary: We need to help students see that writing can be for an
audience other than a teacher, and for a purpose beyond getting a grade.
Addressing their colleagues in secondary and college writing instruction, the authors initiate a
collaborative conversation about instructional decision-making that works to encourage the
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500.8997 M918
Mother Earth [DVD]
Markham, ON : ETHOS Ltd., 2012.
Subjects: Ethnoscience. Indian philosophy.
Summary: The life of the people the Europeans found inhabiting this continent was rooted in the
Earth. They lived in daily contact with Earth’s creatures and most of their life was spent under
the sky. The hills and mountains were special places; sacred places where they went to receive
their vocations or anew their assurance and strength. To the Native person, the whole Earth was
one community of spirit, to be treated with respect and reverence. Even so-called inanimate
things such as rocks, share that living community. To Native people, animals were their brothers
– creatures of the same spirit. Even though they had to kill them at times, they did so only after
their permission, with respect and restraining. So close is the kinship of all things to the Native
mind, that to destroy or despoil any part of the universe is to strike a blow at one’s self – the
Earth is one body and when one member suffers, all the others suffer with it.
523.1 T994
Tyson, Neil deGrasse; Strauss, Michael A.
A brief welcome to the universe : a pocket-sized tour
Princeton, NJ : Princeton University Press, 2021.
Subjects: Astrophysics. Cosmology.
Summary: This is a condensed edition of Welcome to the Universe –
essentially a pocket-sized version of the original "astrophysical tour" of the
cosmos. In 8 chapters (compared to the original 24 chapters), the reader
learns the essential astrophysics everyone should know — about the size
and scale of the universe; the solar system; the lives/deaths of stars; the
search for life in the galaxy; our Milky Way; galaxies, the Big Bang and the
expanding universe; inflation and the multiverse; and our future in the cosmos. For those who
may have felt that Welcome to the Universe was a bit beyond them, this book covers all the
essentials in an even more accessible and concise fashion, while imparting real physical insight
into how the universe works by the book's end.
530.1209 B395
Becker, Adam
What is real? : the unfinished quest for the meaning of quantum physics
New York, NY : Basic Books, 2018.
Subjects: Quantum theory—History.
Summary: Every physicist agrees quantum mechanics is among humanity's
finest scientific achievements. But ask what it means, and the result will be a
brawl. For a century, most physicists have followed Niels Bohr's solipsistic
and poorly reasoned Copenhagen interpretation. Indeed, questioning it has
long meant professional ruin, yet some daring physicists, such as John Bell,
David Bohm, and Hugh Everett, persisted in seeking the true meaning of
quantum mechanics. This book is the gripping story of this battle of ideas and the courageous
scientists who dared to stand up for truth.
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534 H894
Hughes, Susan
Sounds all around : the science of how sound works
Toronto, ON : Kids Can Press, 2021.
Subjects: Sound—Juvenile literature. Sounds—Juvenile literature.
Summary: Zzzzzzzz! It's a mosquito. Such a tiny insect, but its beating
wings make such a BIG sound in the silence. Sound is a sense we often
take for granted. Where does sound come from? Why are some sounds
loud and some soft? Some high-pitched and some low-pitched? How do humans and animals use
sound to communicate? What's the difference between natural and artificial sound? This lyrical
picture book explores all of these questions, giving young children a charming and gentle
introduction to how sound works.
540.7 C517
Haberer, Stephen; Salciccioli, Kristina
Chemistry 11. Solutions manual : university preparation [CD]
Toronto, ON : Nelson Education, 2011.
Subjects: Chemistry—Problems, exercises, etc. Chemistry—Study and teaching (Secondary).
Chemistry—Textbooks. Teaching—Aids and devices.
Summary: This CD-ROM follows the Table of Contents in the print Student Book, Chemistry 11.
It provides solutions to questions in Units 1 through 5 in a series of PDF files.
Curriculum Notes: Physical Science 20.
540.7 C517
DiGiuseppe, Maurice
Chemistry 11. Study guide : university preparation
Toronto, ON : Nelson Education, 2011.
Subjects: Chemistry—Problems, exercises, etc. Chemistry—Study and
teaching (Secondary). Chemistry—Textbooks.
Summary: This study guide supports the student text Chemistry 11. For
each chapter, there are Summary and Questions. For each unit, there are
Questions. Answers are given at the end of the workbook.
Curriculum Notes: Physical Science 20.
551.6 D296
Decoding the weather machine. Widescreen [edition] [DVD]
Arlington, VA : PBS, 2018.
Subjects: Climatic changes. Climatology. Documentary television programs. Earth (Planet)—
Climate. Nonfiction television programs. Weather.
Summary: Join scientists on a quest to better understand the weather and climate machine called
Earth. Why do scientists overwhelmingly agree that the climate is changing, and how can
humans be resilient, even thrive, in the face of enormous change?
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578.7789 C539
Chin, Jason
Coral reefs [DVD]
Holland, OH : Dreamscape Media, LLC, 2018.
Subjects: Children's films. Coral reefs and islands—Juvenile films.
Corals—Juvenile films.
Summary: During a visit to the library, a young girl discovers a strange
book about coral reefs and suddenly finds herself surrounded by the coral
cities of the sea.

599.533 T951
Turner, Pamela S.
The dolphins of Shark Bay
Boston, MA : Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2013.
Subjects: Bottlenose dolphin—Behavior—Australia—Shark Bay
(W.A.)—Juvenile literature. Bottlenose dolphin—Research—Australia—
Shark Bay (W.A.)—Juvenile literature.
Summary: A scientific journey to study the dolphins of coastal Australia considers the many
potential sources of dolphin intelligence and what dolphin behavior can inform the scientific
community about human intelligence, captive animals and the future of the oceans.

599.773 H971
Huson, Brett D.
The wolf mother
Winnipeg, MB : Highwater Press, 2021.
Subjects: Gray wolf—British Columbia—Juvenile literature. Gray
wolf—Life cycles—Juvenile literature. Indigenous Peoples in Canada.
Indigenous peoples—British Columbia—Juvenile literature.
Summary: New pups have just begun to open their eyes, one of which is a
striking black female. Every day, her ears grow larger, her eyesight gets
sharper, and her legs stretch farther. As she learns to hunt, play, and run
with her pack, instinct pulls her to explore beyond her home territory. Will
the young wolf’s bold spirit help her find a new pack of her very own? Learn about the life cycle
of these magnificent canines, the traditions of the Gitxsan, and how grey wolves contribute to the
health of their entire ecosystem.
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610.285 B412
Bedor Hiland, Emma
Therapy tech : the digital transformation of mental healthcare
Minneapolis, MN : University of Minnesota Press, 2021.
Subjects: Discrimination in medical care. Medical telematics. Mental
health services. Telecommunication in medicine.
Summary: This book is the first to give readers a large-scale analysis of
mental health technologies and the cultural changes they have enabled.
Both a sobering dissection of the current state of mental health and a
necessary warning of where things are headed, this book makes an
important assertion about how to help those in need of mental health
services today.

612 B311
Wanjie, Anne (Ed.)
The basics of the human body
New York, NY : Rosen Publishing, 2014.
Subjects: Human biology. Human body.
Summary: This is a stunningly comprehensive roadmap to the human
body, and a vividly compelling account of the long history of the study
of anatomy and the many breakthroughs that inform our current notions
of the human body, health, and disease. Equally intriguing are the
cutting-edge research, treatments, and procedures that continue to
advance our understanding of the body, its possibilities, and its limitations including: the systems
of the body, digestion and excretion, blood and circulation, breathing, muscles and bones, the
nervous system, the senses and health and the immune system. Full-color photographs,
illustrations, and diagrams, archival images, and fact-filled sidebars make this a resource that is
perfectly suited to both the biology classroom and the high-interest section of the library. In
addition, this is a superb text to use when integrating the Common Core curriculum standards for
the reading of scientific texts. It satisfies all the relevant reading standards pertaining to key ideas
and details, craft and structure, integration of knowledge and ideas, range of reading, and level of
text complexity.
612.6 K19
Kato, Sharleen L.
Lifespan development. Second edition
Tinley Park, IL : Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 2018.
Subjects: Developmental biology. Life cycle, Human.
Summary: This textbook provides an overview of the human lifespan.
Each chapter provides an overview of the concepts, key terms, critical
thinking questions, case studies, cultural, health and safety connections
and chapter summaries. This resource is printed with a larger font size and
there is use of visual features on every page. The publisher provides a
complementary companion website that includes e-flash cards, interactive games, quizzes and
extension activities.
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Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.
612.6 K19
Kato, Sharleen L.
Lifespan development Workbook
Tinley Park, IL : Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 2018.
Subjects: Developmental biology—Problems, exercises, etc. Life cycle,
Human—Problems, exercises, etc. Teaching—Aids and devices.
Summary: This workbook provides exercises that expand on the concepts
presented within the student edition.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.

613.7046 B431
Beliveau, Kathy
When I feel : easy yoga for big feelings
Victoria, BC : Orca Book Publishers, 2021.
Subjects: Emotions in children. Exercise for children. Hatha yoga for
children. Hatha yoga—Juvenile literature.
Summary: This instructional photographic picture book teaches children
easy yoga poses for managing big feelings.

613.70712 B912
Brusseau, Timothy A.; Erwin, Heather
Dynamic physical education for secondary school students. Ninth
edition
Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics, 2021.
Subjects: Physical education and training—Curricula. Physical education
and training—Study and teaching (Secondary).
Summary: This comprehensive textbook provides ideas for teachers to
design and implement an effective physical education program. Some of
the content addresses pedagogy while other sections address topics such as
safety, comprehensive programming and intramurals, physical fitness, healthy lifestyles, nontraditional activities, sports, lifestyle activities and adventure activities. Each activity is presented
with a sequence of skills and then ideas for effective instructions. This resource reflects
American content, so there are some elements that do not fully correlate to the Canadian context.
613.7083 C791 OVERSIZE
Corbin, Charles; Le Masurier, Guy
Fitness for life Canada. Physical activity pyramid for teens [poster]
Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics, 2017.
Subjects: Physical fitness for youth. Sports posters.
Summary: This poster is a bright, colorful, and informative reminder to children and young
adults of the need for an appropriate mix of various types of physical activity.
Curriculum Notes: Physical education 20 (2019). Physical education 30 (2019).
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613.83 H468
Heing, Bridey
Hallucinogen abuse
New York, NY : Rosen Young Adult, 2019.
Subjects: Drug abuse. Hallucinogenic drugs.
Summary: This book provides a brief introduction on the topic of
hallucinogen abuse and explores the historical use, treatment and recovery
from abuse. It features sidebars and narratives from users in popular
culture. The resource includes a glossary, and contains lists of American
and Canadian organizations, websites and books for further research and
inquiry on the topic.
Curriculum Notes: Health education grade 9 (2009). Psychology 20. Psychology 30.

613.84 B915
Bryan, Bethany
Methamphetamine and stimulant abuse
New York, NY : Rosen Young Adult, 2019.
Subjects: Amphetamine abuse. Ice (Drug). Stimulants.
Summary: This book provides a brief introduction on the topic of
methamphetamine and stimulant abuse and explores signs of addiction,
treatment, and recovery. It features sidebars and narratives from users
which provides context for the harm these substances cause. The resource
includes a glossary, and contains lists of American and Canadian
organizations, websites and books for further research and inquiry on the
topic.
Curriculum Notes: Health education grade 9 (2009). Psychology 20. Psychology 30.

614.47 H236
Hand, Carol
Vaccines
Minneapolis, MN : ABDO Publishing, 2014.
Subjects: Communicable diseases—Prevention—History. Vaccination.
Vaccines.
Summary: This book follows the development of vaccines, including the
race to stop polio, groundbreaking discoveries and the doctors who made them, and where the
science is heading in the future. Learn how immunization and vaccines work and how scientists
are making them safer.
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615.85156 E96
Expressive arts interventions for school counselors
New York, NY : Springer Publishing Company, 2015.
Subjects: Art therapy for children. Arts—Therapeutic use. School
children—Mental health services. Student counselors.
Summary: Expressive arts therapies are a rich resource for use with
children and adolescents, who are often unresponsive to traditional talk
therapy, and highly useful to school counselors who must overcome
cultural, language, and ability barriers that are increasingly present in
diverse and multicultural school settings. This is the first book written
specifically for school counselors about using creative and expressive arts
counseling techniques in school settings. It presents over 100 interventions using art, drama,
music, writing, dance, and movement that school counselors can easily incorporate into their
practices with individual students and groups, and in classroom settings. These creative
interventions, based on the American School Counselor Association (ASCA) National Model
framework, support the key student domains of academic, career, and personal/social
development.

616.08 M425
Maté, Gabor
When the body says no : the cost of hidden stress. 2012 edition
Toronto, ON : Vintage Canada, 2003.
Subjects: Medicine, Psychosomatic. Stress (Psychology).
Summary: In this book, the author shows that emotion and psychological
stress play a powerful role in the onset of chronic illness, including breast
cancer, prostate cancer, multiple sclerosis and many others, even
Alzheimer's disease. This book is an impressive contribution to research on
the physiological connection between life's stresses and emotions and the
body systems governing nerves, immune apparatus and hormones. With
great compassion and erudition, Gabor Maté demystifies medical science and, as he did in
Scattered Minds , invites us all to be our own health advocates.

616.85225 L879
Losito, Maeve
Phobias : when fear becomes irrational
New York, NY : Lucent Press, 2020.
Subjects: Phobias—Treatment. Phobias.
Summary: This is an American resource that provides a general
introduction about phobias. The book explores irrational fears, who is
predisposed to phobias, the changing nature of phobias, living with a
phobia, therapy and treatment. The resource includes a list of American
books and internet sites for further research and inquiry on the topic.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.
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616.85227 H771
Honders, Christine
OCD : the struggle with obsessions with compulsions
New York, NY : Lucent Press, 2018.
Subjects: Obsessive-compulsive disorder—Treatment. Obsessivecompulsive disorder.
Summary: This book provides a general introduction to OCD. It explains
that powerful, unwanted thoughts and rituals are characteristic of the
disorder. The resource also explores the life-altering effects, changing
nature and diagnosis of phobias, as well as therapy and treatment. The
resource includes a list of American books and internet sites for further
research and inquiry on the topic.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.

616.8582 G135
Gagne, Tammy
Dealing with self-injury disorder
San Diego, CA : ReferencePoint Press, 2020.
Subjects: Self-injurious behavior in adolescence. Self-injurious
behavior—Treatment. Self-injurious behavior.
Summary: This book describes self-injury disorder, how it is recognized,
how it affects people’s lives and approaches to treatment. Lists of
organizations, books and internet sites are provided for further research
and inquiry.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.

616.8583 L962
Lundin, Martha
Dealing with gender dysphoria
San Diego, CA : ReferencePoint Press, 2020.
Subjects: Gender identity disorders in adolescence. Gender identity
disorders.
Summary: This book describes gender dysphoria, how it is recognized,
how it affects people’s lives and approaches to treatment. Lists of
organizations, books and internet sites are provided for further research
and inquiry.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.
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616.8588 R329
Reese, Christina
Attachment : 60 trauma-informed assessment and treatment
interventions across the lifespan
Eau Claire, WI : PESI Publishing & Media, 2018.
Subjects: Attachment disorder—Treatment.
Summary: Simple, attachment is the way that we connect to each other.
Without attachment, people feel alone to deal with challenges they face,
which leads to distress, dysfunction and mental health disorders. It is
possible to repair dysfunctional attachment, but first it is necessary to
recognize attachment style, unhealthy relationship patterns, and the impact they are having.
Improve your client's relationships by teaching them strategies to feel more connected,
reestablish trust, and restore positive emotions. Dr. Christina Reese, a recognized attachment and
trauma professional, has created a comprehensive guide that explains attachment over a lifetime,
and offers trauma-informed approaches to treat attachment at any age.
616.8900835 M549
Mental health and high school curriculum guide : understanding mental health and mental
illness. Version 3
Place of publication : teenmentalhealth.org, 2017.
Subjects: Mental health. Mental illness. Students—Mental health. Teenagers—Mental health.
Summary: This guide is intended to be used by classroom teachers who have been trained in its
application to enhance the mental health literacy of students in grades nine and ten (ages 13 to
15). Printed from the Internet.
616.895 A161
Abramovitz, Melissa
Dealing with bipolar disorder
San Diego, CA : ReferencePoint Press, 2020.
Subjects: Manic-depressive illness.
Summary: This book describes bipolar disorder, how it is diagnosed, how
it affects people’s lives and approaches to treatment. Lists of
organizations, books and internet sites are provided for further research
and inquiry.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.
618.9285882 P213
Papazoglou, Emily
Don't wait and see! : a neuropsychologist's guide to helping children
who are developing differently
New York, NY : Oxford University Press, 2020.
Subjects: Child development.
Summary: If your child was born prematurely or has a medical condition
or genetic disorder, this book will explain which skills are most
vulnerable. This means that you can proactively support development even
before concerns emerge. On the other hand, if your child is already
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presenting with developmental concerns, you will learn how their medical
issues may be contributing and how this may change the approach to
intervention.
621.3 H551
Herman, Stephen L.
Delmar's standard textbook of electricity. Seventh edition
Boston, MA : Cengage, 2020.
Subjects: Electric circuits—Textbooks. Electric meters—Textbooks.
Electrical engineering—Textbooks. Electricians—Training of.
Summary: This comprehensive textbook provides chapter summaries, review questions, practical
applications and practice problems relative to electrical theory, principles and concepts.
Curriculum Notes: Electrical and Electronics 10, Electrical 20, 30, Electronics 20, A30, B30
(2021).

621.3021871 C212
Canadian electrical code, part 1, 2018-2021. Twenty-fourth code
edition
Calgary, AB : P.S. Knight Company Ltd., 2018.
Subjects: Electric apparatus and appliances—Standards—Canada.
Electric wiring—Standards—Canada. Electrical engineering—Canada—
Safety measures. Electrical engineering—Safety regulations—Canada.
Electrical engineering—Standards—Canada.
Summary: This reference book contains the full Canadian Electrical Code
plus minor annotations to highlight changes from previous Code editions. As an authorized
reprinting of electrical law, all illustrations, explanations, and descriptions therein are presented
entirely and exactly as enacted by the federal, provincial and territorial governments in Canada.
Curriculum Notes: Electrical and Electronics 10, Electrical 20, 30, Electronics 20, A30, B30
(2021).
621.31924 E38
Electrical code simplified. Book 1, house wiring guide : based on the
24th edition of the Canadian Electrical Code. Fifth edition
Calgary, AB : P.S. Knight Co. Ltd., 2018.
Subjects: Electric wiring—Standards—Canada. Electric wiring—
Standards. Electric wiring, Interior—Amateurs' manuals. Electric wiring,
Interior.
Summary: This reference book is based on the 24th edition of the
Canadian Electrical Code. It contains diagrams, pictures and charts to reference simplified
versions of complex concepts related to the electrical code.
Curriculum Notes: Electrical and Electronics 10, Electrical 20, 30, Electronics 20, A30, B30
(2021).
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621.31924 E38
Electrical code simplified. Book 2, Commercial and industrial : 24th
Code edition. Twelfth edition
Calgary, AB : P.S. Knight Co. Ltd., 2018.
Subjects: Electric wiring—Standards—Canada. Electric wiring—
Standards. Electric wiring, Interior—Amateurs' manuals. Electric wiring,
Interior.
Summary: This reference book is based on the 24th edition of the
Canadian Electrical Code. It contains diagrams, pictures and charts to
reference the electrical code rules and how they relate to each other.
Curriculum Notes: Electrical and Electronics 10, Electrical 20, 30, Electronics 20, A30, B30
(2021).

641.5 L116
Labensky, Sarah; Martell, Priscilla
On cooking : a textbook of culinary fundamentals. Seventh Canadian
edition
Don Mills, ON : Pearson Canada, 2018.
Subjects: Cooking—Handbooks, manuals, etc. Cooking—Technique—
Handbooks, manuals, etc. Cooking.
Summary: This comprehensive textbook, written by Canadian chefs,
includes sections about professionalism, preparation, cooking, baking, and
meal service and presentation. This resource can also be purchased as an
online digital platform called My Culinary Lab which offers quizzes, videos, supplementary
topics, additional recipes, as well as scaling, conversion and costing tools.
Curriculum Notes: Commercial Cooking 10, 20, 30 (2019).
641.5 M147
McGreal, Michael J.
Culinary arts : principles and applications. Third edition
Orland Park, IL : American Technical Publishers, 2018.
Subjects: Cooking. Food.
Summary: This comprehensive textbook includes photographs, detailed
diagrams, illustrations and procedures to assist learners with theoretical
and practical aspects of cooking. Students can use a link or QR code to
access online tools such as quizzes, a glossary, knowledge checks to
review key concepts, textbook recipes in PDF format, culinary math
tutorials and other videos.
Curriculum Notes: Commercial Cooking 10, 20, 30 (2019).
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641.5 N935
Novak, Gwyn
How to cook for beginners : an easy cookbook for learning the basics
Emeryville, CA : Rockridge Press, 2019.
Subjects: Cooking.
Summary: This book includes recipes and explanations of basic kitchen
tools, cooking skills and techniques. The book also provides information
about basic pantry ingredients and offers tips for measuring and knife
skills.
Curriculum Notes: Commercial Cooking 10, 20, 30 (2019).
641.5028 C585
Clair, Jennifer
Six basic cooking techniques : culinary essentials for the home cook
New York, NY : HCNY Press, 2018.
Subjects: Cooking—Technique.
Summary: This book describes basic cooking techniques through simple
text and photographs, followed by recipes that highlight the techniques.
Curriculum Notes: Commercial Cooking 10, 20, 30 (2019).

Professional cooking. Ninth edition
Hoboken, NJ : Wiley, 2018.
Subjects: Food service. Quantity cooking.
Summary: This illustrated resource addresses food safety, nutrition and
dietary practices as well as foundational cooking techniques, manual skill
development and recipes. A code to an online companion site gives access
to additional recipes, technique videos, food costing calculator and
measurement conversions to scale recipes.
Curriculum Notes: Commercial Cooking 10, 20, 30 (2019).
641.57 G535
Gisslen, Wayne
Study guide to accompany Professional cooking. Ninth edition
Hoboken, NJ : Wiley, 2018.
Subjects: Food service—Problems, exercises, etc. Quantity cooking—
Problems, exercises, etc.
Summary: This study guide is a non-reproducible companion to the
resource, Professional Cooking. The guide mirrors the chapters of the
main resource and includes content related to cooking theory, basic
procedures and guidelines related to cooking and ingredient information.
The exercises are intended to support the use of correct cooking terminology and include true or
false questions, short-answer questions and other written exercises.
Curriculum Notes: Commercial Cooking 10, 20, 30 (2019).
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641.5973 C771
Cook's illustrated baking book : baking demystified with 450
foolproof recipes from America's most trusted food magazine
Boston, MA : America's Test Kitchen, 2013.
Subjects: Baking. Cookbooks. Cooking, American.
Summary: This book offers 450 recipes from various cultures and a
practical overview of core baking ingredients and equipment. The recipes
include background information, clear diagrams of culinary techniques,
pictures, tips, and explanations of ingredient choices.
Curriculum Notes: Commercial Cooking 10, 20, 30 (2019).

641.82 S625
Sizemore, Nicki
Build-a-bowl : whole grain + vegetable + protein + sauce = meal
North Adams, MA : Storey Publishing, 2018.
Subjects: Cooking (Cereals). Grains. One-dish meals. Quick and easy
cooking.
Summary: This recipe book describes food combinations to create unique
and nutritious bowls. The book also provides information about plants,
proteins, grains and rice.
Curriculum Notes: Commercial Cooking 10, 20, 30 (2019).
641.865 H936
Hung, Betty
French pastry 101 : learn the art of classic baking with 60 beginnerfriendly recipes
Salem, MA : Page Street Publishing Co., 2018.
Subjects: Baking. Cookbooks. Pastry.
Summary: This recipe book provides information to create French desserts
such as ladyfingers, madeleines, crème brulée, éclairs, tortes and puff
pastry. Canadian chef, Betty Hung, provides a short introduction on each type of pastry and
includes notes on the ingredients and equipment required.
Curriculum Notes: Commercial Cooking 10, 20, 30 (2019).
642.4068 T215
Taste of the country. Episode 4, Southern Italian sold out supper club [DVD]
Toronto, ON: Blue Ant Media, 2018.
Subjects: Caterers and catering. Cooking. Food combining. Hospitality industry. Reality
television programs. Special events—Planning.
Summary: This episode of the DVD video series presents the preparation and catering of a
themed dinner using locally sourced ingredients. This video series gives examples of entertaining
with food for special events in the tourism and hospitality industries.
Curriculum Notes: Commercial Cooking 10, 20, 30 (2019).
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642.4068 T215
Taste of the country. Episode 5, Country wedding x 2 [DVD]
Toronto, ON : Blue Ant Media, 2018.
Subjects: Caterers and catering. Cooking. Food combining. Hospitality industry. Reality
television programs. Special events—Planning.
Summary: This episode of the DVD video series presents the preparation and catering of two
wedding receptions on the same day at neighbouring venues. This video series gives examples of
entertaining with food for special events in the tourism and hospitality industries.
Curriculum Notes: Commercial Cooking 10, 20, 30 (2019).

647.95 L674
Lewis, Joan E.; Draz, John
The culinary professional. Study guide. Third edition
Tinley Park, IL : Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 2017.
Subjects: Cooking—Study and teaching (Secondary)—Examinations,
questions, etc. Cooks—Training of—Examinations, questions, etc. Food
service—Study and teaching (Secondary)—Examinations, questions, etc.
Summary: This study guide is a non-reproducible companion to the
resource The Culinary Professional. The guide includes review questions
about vocabulary, techniques, tools and ingredients presented in the text.
Curriculum Notes: Commercial Cooking 10, 20, 30 (2019).
649.1 F115
Faber, Joanna; King, Julie
How to talk when kids won't listen : whining, fighting, meltdowns,
defiance, and other challenges of childhood
New York, NY : Scribner, 2021.
Subjects: Interpersonal communication. Parent and child. Parenting.
Problem children.
Summary: From tantrums to technology to talking to kids about tough
topics, this book offers concrete strategies for these and many more
difficult situations. Part One introduces readers to the How To Talk
"toolbox," with whimsical cartoons demonstrating the basic
communication skills that will transform readers' relationships with children in their lives. In Part
Two, the authors answer specific questions and share relatable stories, offering practical tools for
addressing issues such as homework hassles, sibling battles, digital dilemmas, problems with
punishment, and more. Readers can turn directly to any topic of interest and find the help they
need, with handy "reminder pages." Through the combination of lively stories from real parents
and teachers, humorous illustrations, and entertaining exercises, this book offers real solutions to
struggles familiar to every parent, grandparent, teacher, and anyone else who lives or works with
children.
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650.11 W572
Whillans, Ashley
Time smart : how to reclaim your time and live a happier life
Boston, MA : Harvard Business Review Press, 2020.
Subjects: Happiness. Time management.
Summary: Four out of five adults report feeling they are time-poor: They
have too much to do and not enough time to do it. And the consequences
are severe. In one study of 2.5 million Americans, time stress produced a
stronger negative effect on happiness than unemployment. How can we
escape the time traps that make us feel this way and keep us from living
our best lives? This resource is your playbook for taking back the time you
lose to mindless tasks and unfulfilling chores. Author and Harvard Business School professor
Ashley Whillans will give you proven strategies for improving your "time affluence." At every
step, Time Smart provides assessments, checklists, and activities you can use right away. Before
you've finished reading chapter 1, you'll be accounting for your time and thinking about ways to
change.
650.142 H251
Hanson, Charles W.
Resume writing 2021 : the ultimate guide to writing a resume that
lands you the job!
Place of publication : Leopard Publishing, 2021.
Subjects: Job hunting. Résumés (Employment)
Summary: This book is here to guide you through the essential steps of
writing a masterpiece of a resume. It will teach you some basics
regarding the knowledge of how a spectacular resume should look like,
what it's supposed to contain and what you need to avoid.

650.142 M916
Mostyn, Steven
Resume 101 : how to write an effective resume, LinkedIn profile, and
cover letter
Place of publication :Publisher not identified, 2020.
Subjects: Job hunting. Résumés (Employment).
Summary: This book will give you step-by-step instructions for getting the
most out of popular job search tools.
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650.144 H847
How to prepare for an interview : your step by step guide to preparing
for an interview.
Place of publication : Publisher not identified, 200-?.
Subjects: Employment interviewing. Job hunting. Vocational guidance.
Summary: If you want to know how to interview better to get the job, then
get this guide.

658.3123 C247
Cappelli, Peter
The future of the office : work from home, remote work, and the hard
choices we all face
Philadelphia, PA : Wharton School Press, 2021.
Subjects: Flexible work arrangements. Industrial relations.
Organizational effectiveness. Personnel management. Strategic planning.
Telecommuting.
Summary: The COVID-19 pandemic forced an unprecedented experiment
that reshaped white-collar work and turned remote work into a kind of
"new normal." Many employees want to continue that normal and keep
working remotely, and most at least want the ability to work occasionally from home. But for
employers, the benefits of employees working from home or hybrid approaches are not so
obvious. What should both groups do? Do we allow some workers to be permanently remote?
Do we let others choose when to work from home? Do we get rid of their offices? The author’s
research reveals there is no consensus among business leaders. In a call to action for both
employers and employees, Cappelli explores how we should think about the choices going
forward as well as who wins and who loses. As he implores, we have to choose soon.
658.314 G848
Grieser, Randy; Stutzman, Eric
The culture question : how to create a workplace where people like to
work
Winnipeg, MB : Achieve Publishing, 2019.
Subjects: Corporate culture. Job satisfaction. Leadership. Quality of
work life. Work environment.
Summary: The authors of this book believe that people should be able to
like where they work. When employees like the places they work, it's not
only good for their mental health and well-being, it's also good for their
organizations – both financially and otherwise. When a workplace culture
is purposely created to be respectful and inspiring, employees are happier, more productive, and
more engaged.
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658.45202 A875
Atkinson, Cliff
Beyond bullet points. Fourth edition
Place of publication Pearson Education, 2018.
Subjects: Business presentations—Graphic methods—Computer
programs. Microsoft PowerPoint (Computer file). Multimedia systems in
business presentations.
Summary: This is a highly detailed book on how to plan, design, build and
improve delivery of PowerPoint presentations. Portions of this resource
support the module on presentation design but could be useful as a practical professional tool for
teachers.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
741.5 T193
Tarshis, Lauren
I survived the Nazi invasion, 1944 : the graphic novel [graphic novel]
New York, NY : Graphix, 2021.
Subjects: Brothers and sisters—Comic books, strips, etc. Graphic novels.
Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945)—Poland—Comic books, strips, etc.
Jewish children—Comic books, strips, etc. Poland—History—20th
century—Comic books, strips, etc. Survival—Comic books, strips, etc.
World War, 1939-1945—Jewish resistance—Poland—Comic books,
strips, etc.
Summary: A young Jewish boy escapes the ghetto and finds a group of
resistance fighters in the forests of Poland. He must determine if he has what it takes to survive
the Nazis and fight back.
741.5971 T693
Torres, J.
Stealing home [graphic novel]
Toronto, ON : Kids Can Press, 2021.
Subjects: Forced migration—Canada—Comic books, strips, etc. Graphic
novels. Japanese Canadians—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—
Comic books, strips, etc. Japanese Canadians—Social conditions—20th
century—Comic books, strips, etc. Race discrimination—Canada—
Comic books, strips, etc.
Summary: Sandy Saito looks back to his childhood in 1940s Vancouver,
when he was eight years old. He's a happy kid: he goes to school, reads
comic books and is obsessed with baseball — especially the Asahi baseball team, the pride of the
Japanese-Canadian community. Then the Japanese bomb Pearl Harbor — and everything
changes. The kids Sandy used to play with every day now call him names and chase him from
the playground. He and his family are no longer permitted to go outside at night or visit certain
areas of the city. Japanese-Canadians are stripped of their rights, their jobs and their homes, and
soon the government begins to round up Japanese families, sending them to internment camps. It
isn't long before Sandy's family is among them. The reader accompanies Sandy on his journey to
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the camp and the seasons that follow in this historically accurate portrayal of a grave chapter in
both Canadian and American history.
741.6 B432
Belknap, Johnny; Hearn, Jamie Sanchez
Graphic design for everyone
New York, NY : DK Publishing, 2019.
Subjects: Commercial art. Graphic arts.
Summary: This resource describes the steps to building a brand and the
elements behind graphic designs such as type, photography, illustration
and colour. It provides how-to articles, projects and sample graphic
galleries.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
741.6 D114
Dabner, David; Stewart, Sandra
Graphic design school : the principles and practice of graphic design.
Seventh edition
Hoboken, NJ : Wiley, 2020.
Subjects: Commercial art. Graphic arts—Technique. Graphic arts.
Summary: This chapter book is divided into two parts. The first part has
four chapters on design principles such as research, composition,
typography, and colour. The second part explores practices such as tools and technologies, print
production and presentations, and web design. There is a suggested assignment at the end of each
chapter.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
746.92 A646
Henke-Konopasek, Nancy
Apparel workbook : design, textiles & construction. Tenth edition
Tinley Park, IL : Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 2012.
Subjects: Clothing and dress—Study and teaching (Secondary). Fashion
design—Study and teaching (Secondary). Teaching—Aids and devices.
Summary: Designed to help students review content, apply knowledge,
and develop critical-thinking skills. A wide variety of activities are
provided for various learning styles. This supplement is a consumable
resource, designed with perforated pages so that a given chapter can be
removed and turned in for grading or checking. Accompanies the text: Apparel : design, textiles
& construction, 10th ed. by Louise A. Liddell, and Carolee S. Samuels.
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776 D574
Digital painting in Photoshop : industry techniques for beginners
Worcester, UK : 3dtotal Publishing, 2018.
Subjects: Adobe Photoshop. Computer art—Technique. Photography—
Digital techniques. Photomontage.
Summary: This resource offers an introduction on the basics of digital
painting and the tools used in Photoshop followed by three in-depth expert
tutorials to guide the user through the digital painting process in a detailed
but accessible manner. Throughout the book there are shortcuts, tip boxes
and icons to indicate the availability of downloadable resources.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
777.7 W223
Walsh, Christopher
Stop motion filmmaking : the complete guide to fabrication and
animation
London, England : Bloomsbury Academic, 2019.
Subjects: Photography. Puppet films. Puppet making. Stop-motion
animation films—Production and direction.
Summary: This comprehensive guide shows the detailed process of
creating stop-motion films. Reflecting exciting advancements in the
medium, the author focuses on digital filmmaking techniques, and offers
specific instruction for creating 3D designed and printed puppet components as well as handcrafted elements. Special features include tutorials for puppet fabrication, photography,
animation and production.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
777.8 Z61
Zettl, Herbert
Video basics 8
Boston, MA : Cengage Learning, 2018.
Subjects: Cinematography. Television cameras. Television—Production
and direction.
Summary: This textbook delivers a current and technically accurate guide
to video production. Concise yet thorough, the text addresses video
concepts and processes to production tools and techniques. The book
contains a glossary, index, and checklists to support the video production process.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
791.4372 B879
Brown, Monica
Frida Kahlo and her animalitos [DVD]
Holland, OH : Dreamscape Media, LLC, 2018.
Subjects: Animals—Juvenile films. Children's films. Kahlo, Frida—Juvenile films. Pets—
Juvenile films.
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Summary: This story recounts how renowned Mexican artist Frida Kahlo embodied many of the
wonderful characteristics of her beloved pets, including her parrot and two monkeys.
791.4372 C592
Clark-Robinson, Monica
Let the children march [DVD]
Holland, OH : Dreamscape Media, LLC, 2018.
Subjects: African Americans—Juvenile films. Children's films. Civil
rights demonstrations—Juvenile films. King, Martin Luther,—Jr.,—19291968—Juvenile films. Segregation—Juvenile films.
Summary: In 1963 Birmingham, Alabama, thousands of AfricanAmerican children volunteered to march for their civil rights after hearing
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. speak.
791.450232 F781
Foust, James C.; Fink, Edward J.
Video production : disciplines and techniques. Twelfth edition
New York, NY : Routledge, 2018.
Subjects: Television—Production and direction. Video recordings—
Production and direction.
Summary: Created for university studies, this textbook has 12 chapters that
take the reader through the pre-production, production, and postproduction
stages of creating a video. At the end of each chapter, there is a summary
of the concepts, review questions, reflections and notes. The resource has
an extensive glossary of terms and contains black and white pictures and graphics throughout the
book. There are also easily accessible supplemental resources to accompany this textbook.
Curriculum Notes: Information Processing 10, 20, 30.
794.8 S817
Steffens, Bradley
Addicted to video games
San Diego, CA : ReferencePoint Press, 2020.
Subjects: Video game addiction. Video games.
Summary: This book describes video game addiction, what influences it,
how it affects people’s lives and how to overcome an addiction. Lists of
organizations, books and internet sites are provided for further research
and inquiry.
Curriculum Notes: Psychology 20. Psychology 30.
796 R332
Ref, you suck! : constant pressure officiating crews face [DVD]
Toronto, ON : CTV Television Network, 2020.
Subjects: Discrimination in sports. Sports officials—Abuse of. Sports—Officiating—Social
aspects.
Summary: This video provides insight into the current atmosphere around officiating and the
passion of those who wear the stripes. Examples of how athletes blatantly disrespect officials
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help underscore the importance of exhibiting respectful behaviours and modeling them for others
to see. This W5 episode includes interviews with players and referees, and also has a segment on
how technology has improved the referee's role.
Curriculum Notes: Physical education 20 (2019). Physical education 30 (2019).
796.01 A547
Anderson, Leigh; Midura, Daniel W.
Team building through physical challenges : a complete toolkit. Second
edition
Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics, 2020.
Subjects: Physical education and training--Study and teaching. Teamwork
(Sports).
Summary: This book offers activities and challenges that support team
building, leadership, responsibility and growth mindset and that are adaptable
to various age levels. The book includes an access card to online supports.
Curriculum Notes: Physical education 20 (2019). Physical education 30 (2019).
796.083 S571
Siedentop, Daryl; Hastie, Peter A.
Complete guide to sport education. Third edition
Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics, 2020.
Subjects: Physical education and training. Sports for children—Study and
teaching. Sports.
Summary: This is a complete guide for setting up a physical education
classroom with a Sport Education model. It includes planning tools and a
suggested framework to meet the fundamentals of sports education which
consist of participation by everyone at all times, developmental
appropriateness and inclusivity.
Curriculum Notes: Physical education 20 (2019). Physical education 30 (2019).
796.08997 W295
Warrior games. Archery [DVD]
Orangeville, ON : McIntyre Media Inc., 2014.
Subjects: Educational films. Indians of North America—Games—Canada. Indians of North
America—Sports—Canada. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction films.
Summary: Host Steve Sxwithul'txw learns how to use both traditional and high tech bows to test
his patience and his accuracy.
Curriculum Notes: Physical education 20 (2019). Physical education 30 (2019).
796.08997 W295
Warrior games. Lacrosse [DVD]
Orangeville, ON : McIntyre Media Inc., 2014.
Subjects: Educational films. Indians of North America—Games—Canada. Indians of North
America—Sports—Canada. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction films.
Summary: Host Steve Sxwithul'txw discovers the rich history of lacrosse in North Vancouver, a
community that has been playing Canada’s national sport for hundreds of years. Steve is put
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through the paces by a little tykes lacrosse team before taking on bigger competition at a local
arena.
Curriculum Notes: Physical education 20 (2019). Physical education 30 (2019).
796.08997 W295
Warrior games. Snowboarding [DVD]
Orangeville, ON : McIntyre Media Inc., 2014.
Subjects: Educational films. Indians of North America—Games—Canada. Indians of North
America—Sports—Canada. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction films.
Summary: Host Steve Sxwithul'txw visits Whistler, BC to learn about snowboarding. He is
taught by members of the First Nations Snowboard Team who prepare him for his first
competition.
Curriculum Notes: Physical education 20 (2019). Physical education 30 (2019).
796.08997 W295
Warrior games. Snowsnake [DVD]
Orangeville, ON : McIntyre Media Inc., 2014.
Subjects: Educational films. Indians of North America—Games—Canada. Indians of North
America—Sports—Canada. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction films.
Summary: Host Steve Sxwithul'txw learns how Snowsnakes are made and how the game
originated. He learns the art of making snakes, practices intensely and then travels to Whitehorse
to pit himself against the best in the game.
Curriculum Notes: Physical education 20 (2019). Physical education 30 (2019).
796.325 D285
Dearing, Joel
Volleyball fundamentals. Second edition
Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics, 2019.
Subjects: Volleyball—Coaching. Volleyball—Training.
Summary: This resource provides the rules and the basics of volleyball and
includes suggestions for drills, defensive/offensive strategies and practice
games. The diagrams are clear and there are numerous teaching tips.
Curriculum Notes: Physical education 20 (2019). Physical education 30
(2019).
796.334 K59
Kirkendall, Donald T.; Sayers, Adam L.
Soccer anatomy. Second edition
Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics, 2021.
Subjects: Soccer—Physiological aspects. Soccer—Training.
Summary: This book focuses on the development of specific muscle groups
used in soccer. Topics include warm-ups for injury prevention, how the
muscles help with soccer movements and exercises to develop those
muscles.
Curriculum Notes: Physical education 20 (2019). Physical education 30
(2019).
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796.3578 P895
Practice perfect softball
Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics, 2016.
Subjects: Pitching (Softball). Softball—Coaching. Softball—Training.
Summary: This book offers practical drills and coaching points for the
sport of softball. There are unique chapters on the use of technology and
practice equipment, evaluating practices and practicing indoors. Other
chapters address motivating players and developing skills for offensive
and defensive practices. An appendix is included with single-session
practice plans from various American universities.
Curriculum Notes: Physical education 20 (2019). Physical education 30
(2019).
797.21 G993
Guzman, Ruben
The swimming drill book. Second edition
Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics, 2017.
Subjects: Swimming—Study and teaching. Swimming—Training.
Summary: This book explores topics such as body position and buoyancy,
breathing and kicking, various strokes, open-water swimming, starts, turns
and finishes. It also includes 176 swimming drills.
Curriculum Notes: Physical education 20 (2019). Physical education 30
(2019).
799.32 R934
Ruis, Steve; Gerard, Mike
The archery drill book
Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics, 2020.
Subjects: Archery—Training.
Summary: This book provides an introduction to the sport of archery in
the school setting. It offers drills for all aspects of the sport including
recurve and longbow essentials, compound essentials, flawless execution,
timing and rhythm, strength and stamina, consistency, balance and
stillness, as well as training mind-set.
Curriculum Notes: Physical education 20 (2019). Physical education 30
(2019).
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810.9897 H251
Hanson, Aubrey Jean
Literatures, communities, and learning : conversations with
Indigenous writers
Waterloo, ON : Wilfred Laurier University Press, 2020.
Subjects: Indigenous authors—Canada—Interviews. Indigenous Peoples
in Canada.
Summary: This book presents conversations shared with nine Indigenous
writers in what is now Canada: Tenille Campbell, Warren Cariou, Marilyn
Dumont, Daniel Heath Justice, Lee Maracle, Sharron Proulx-Turner,
David Alexander Robertson, Richard Van Camp, and Katherena Vermette.
Influenced by generations of colonization, surrounded by discourses of Indigenization,
reconciliation, appropriation, and representation, and swept up in the rapid growth of Indigenous
publishing and Indigenous literary studies, these writers have thought a great deal about their
work. In their own ways, these writers are navigating the beautiful challenge of storying their
communities within politically charged terrain. This book considers the pedagogical dimensions
of stories, serving as an Indigenous literary and education project.
812.6 C626
Clements, Marie
Tombs of the vanishing Indian
Vancouver, BC : Talonbooks, 2012.
Subjects: Indian women—California—Los Angeles—Social conditions—
Drama. Indian women—Social conditions—Drama. Indians of North
America—Relocation—Drama. Indians of North America—Urban
residence—Drama.
Summary: A play. Three young Native American sisters and their mother
board a bus bound for Los Angeles, leaving home as part of a 1950s
government mandate to relocate reserve Indians to urban centres. Their
arrival in California takes a tragic turn when their mother is suddenly killed, and the girls are
arbitrarily placed in different foster homes, never to see each other again. We follow Janey,
Miranda, and Jessie as they lead very disparate adult lives: Janey, a troubled vagrant; Miranda, a
burgeoning actress fighting typecasting in Hollywood; Jessie, an idealist physician who's married
to a medical colleague. As it was bureaucratic policy that had dismantled their secure family unit
and sent each girl into the unknown, so too did a government paper ultimately bring them
together, if only symbolically.
813.54 E45
Elleman, Barbara
The worlds of Tomie dePaola : the art and stories of the legendary
artist and author. Revised edition
New York, NY : Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers, 2021.
Subjects: Authors, American—20th century—Biography. Children's
stories—Authorship. DePaola, Tomie,—1934-2020. Illustration of
books—United States—20th century. Illustrators—United States—
Biography.
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Summary: This exploration of Tomie dePaola's career takes a fascinating look at the many
worlds dePaola has brought to life through his work: from autobiographical memories to
folktales, religious stories, nursery rhymes, and more—including, of course, the inventive world
of his most famous character, Strega Nona. Originally published in 1999 and filled with
evocative artwork, captivating photographs, and heartwarming anecdotes, this comprehensive
book has been updated to cover two new decades of dePaola's creativity. Thi thoughtful narrative
brings a fresh appreciation to the work of a unique author-illustrator, one who is a true legend of
children's literature and a source of lasting joy for generations of readers, young and old.

813.6 A958
Avingaq, Susan; Vsetula, Maren
Fishing with Grandma
Iqaluit, NU : Inhabit Media Inc., 2015.
Subjects: Grandchildren—Juvenile fiction. Grandmothers—Juvenile
fiction. Ice fishing—Juvenile fiction.
Summary: Adventure begins when Grandma takes her two grandchildren
out for a trip to the lake. After showing the kids how to prepare for a
fishing trip, Grandma and the kids enjoy a day of jigging in the ice for fish. Grandma shows
them every step they need to know to complete a successful fishing trip, from what clothes to
wear, to how to drill and clear holes in the ice, to how to make a traditional Inuit jigging rod. By
the end of the day, the kids have a yummy meal of Arctic char, and they have also learned
everything they need to know to go out on the lake on their own.

813.6 A958
Avingaq, Susan; Vsetula, Maren
The pencil
Iqaluit, NU : Inhabit Media Inc., 2018.
Subjects: Drawing—Juvenile fiction. Families—Juvenile fiction. Inuit—
Juvenile fiction. Responsibility—Juvenile fiction.
Summary: Susan and her sister, Rebecca, love watching their mother write
letters to people in other camps. Their mother has one precious pencil, and she keeps it safe in
her box for special things. One afternoon, their mother leaves the iglu to help a neighbour, and
Susan, Rebecca, and their brother Peter are left with their father. They play all their regular
games but are soon out of things to do―until their father brings out the pencil! As Susan draws
and draws, the pencil grows shorter and shorter. What will their mother think when she comes
home? Based on author Susan Avingaq’s childhood memories of growing up in an iglu, this
charming story introduces young readers to the idea of using things wisely.
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813.6 B618
Bird-Wilson, Lisa
Probably Ruby
Toronto, ON : Doubleday Canada, 2021.
Subjects: Foster children—Fiction. Identity (Philosophical concept)—
Fiction. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Métis women—Fiction.
Summary: When we first meet Ruby, a Métis woman in her 30s, she's a
mess. She's angling to sleep with her therapist while also rekindling an old
relationship with a man who was — let's just say — a mistake. As we will
soon learn, however, Ruby's story is far broader and deeper than its
rollicking, somewhat lighthearted first chapter. This is the story of a
woman in search of herself, in every sense. Given up for adoption as an infant, Ruby was raised
by a white couple who understand little of her Indigenous heritage. Growing up Ruby longs to
know where she comes from and who her people are. This is the great mystery that hovers over
her life and the book. Through a non-chronological structure, we meet the people who have
shaped her life: her adoptive parents; her birth parents and grandparents; the men and women
Ruby has been romantically involved with. All these characters form a kaleidoscope of stories,
giving Ruby's life dignity and meaning.
813.6 B821
Brantley-Newton, Vanessa
Becoming Vanessa
New York, NY : Alfred A. Knopf, 2021.
Subjects: First day of school—Juvenile fiction. Identity (Psychology)—
Juvenile fiction.
Summary: Vanessa is nervous she will not fit in on her first day of school,
but she hopes a special outfit will show her new classmates she is
someone they should know.
813.6 J72
Johnston, Aviaq.
Those who run in the sky
Iqaluit, NU : Inhabit Media Inc., 2017.
Subjects: Blizzards—Fiction. Inuit—Fiction. Shamans—Fiction. Young
adult fiction.
Summary: After a strange and violent blizzard leaves young shaman-intraining Pitu stranded on the sea ice—without his dog team or any
weapons to defend himself—he soon realizes that he is no longer in the
world that he once knew. The storm has carried him into the world of the
spirits, a world populated by terrifying creatures. As he tries to find his
way back home, Pitu is plagued by black wolves with red eyes, ravenous and constantly stalking
him, water-dwelling creatures that want nothing more than to snatch him and pull him into the
frigid ocean through an ice crack, as well as beings less frightening, but equally as incredible,
such as a lone giant who can carry Pitu in the palm of her hand and keeps caribou and polar bears
as pets. After stumbling upon a fellow shaman who has been trapped in the spirit world for many
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years, Pitu must master all of his shamanic powers to make his way back to the world of the
living, to his family and to the girl that he loves.
813.6 K84
Korman, Gordon
War stories
New York, NY : Scholastic Inc., 2020.
Subjects: France—History—German occupation, 1940-1945—Juvenile
fiction. Great-grandfathers—Juvenile fiction. Heroes—Juvenile fiction.
Secrecy—Juvenile fiction. Veterans—Juvenile fiction. World War, 19391945—Campaigns—France—Juvenile fiction.
Summary: There are two things Trevor loves more than anything else:
playing war-based video games and his great-grandfather Jacob, who is a
true-blue, bona fide war hero. At the height of the war, Jacob helped
liberate a small French village, and was given a hero's welcome upon his return to America. Now
it's decades later, and Jacob wants to retrace the steps he took during the war – from training to
invasion to the village he is said to have saved. Trevor thinks this is the coolest idea ever. But as
they get to the village, Trevor discovers there's more to the story than what he's heard his whole
life, causing him to wonder about his great-grandfather's heroism, the truth about the battle he
fought, and importance of genuine valor.
813.6 L668
Levy, Joanne
Sorry for your loss
Victoria, BC : Orca Book Publishers, 2021.
Subjects: Death—Fiction. Friendship—Fiction. Funeral homes—
Fiction. Young adult fiction.
Summary: Evie Walman is not obsessed with death. She does think
about it a lot, though, but only because her family runs a Jewish
funeral home. At twelve, Evie already knows she's going to be a
funeral director when she grows up. So what if the kids at school call
her "corpse girl" and say she smells like death? They're just mean and don't get how important it
is to have someone take care of things when your world is falling apart. Evie loves dusting
caskets, polishing pews, and vacuuming the chapel—and on funeral days, she dresses up and
hands out tissues and offers her condolences to mourners. She doesn't normally help her parents
with the grieving families directly, until one day when they ask her to help with Oren, a boy who
was in a horrific car accident that killed both his parents. Oren refuses to speak and Evie, who is
nursing her own private grief, is determined to find a way to help him deal with his loss.
813.6 O37
Ohi, Debbie Ridpath
Where are my books?
New York, NY : Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers, 2015.
Subjects: Books and reading—Juvenile fiction. Lost and found
possessions—Juvenile fiction. Lost articles—Juvenile fiction.
Squirrels—Juvenile fiction.
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Summary: Spencer loves books and reads one every night, sometimes aloud, then puts the book
back in its place, but one morning his favorite book is missing, and the next day another, each
replaced by a different object.
813.6 R464
Reynolds, Peter H.
Our table
New York, NY : Orchard Books, 2021.
Subjects: Dinners and dining—Juvenile fiction. Families—Juvenile
fiction.
Summary: A tender, lyrical story of multigenerational love, tradition, and
family coming together with gratitude and thanks. An ode to traditions that
unite families, this book brings readers together with a universal message
of gratitude.
813.6 S629
Skrypuch, Marsha Forchuk
Traitors among us : a novel
New York, NY : Scholastic Inc., 2021.
Subjects: Refugees—Juvenile fiction. Sisters—Juvenile fiction. World
War, 1939-1945—Prisoners and prisons, Soviet—Juvenile fiction.
Summary: Following the end of World War II, Ukrainian sisters Krystia
and Maria reunite in a displaced persons camp, where they are falsely
accused of collaboration with the Nazis and face interrogation by the
Soviets for crimes they never committed.

813.6 S649
Smith, Heather.
A plan for Pops
Victoria, BC : Orca Book Publishers, 2021.
Subjects: Grandparent and child—Juvenile fiction. Grandparents—
Juvenile fiction.
Summary: Lou spends every Saturday with Grandad and Pops. They walk
to the library hand in hand, like a chain of paper dolls. Grandad reads
books about science and design, Pops listens to rock and roll, and Lou bounces from lap to lap.
But everything changes one Saturday. Pops has a fall. That night there is terrible news: Pops will
need to use a wheelchair, not just for now, but for always. Unable to cope with his new
circumstances, he becomes withdrawn and shuts himself in his room. Hearing Grandad trying to
cheer up Pops inspires Lou to make a plan. Using skills learned from Grandad, and with a little
help from their neighbors, Lou comes up with a plan for Pops.
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813.6 S759
Spires, Ashley.
The most magnificent thing
Toronto, ON : Kids Can Press, 2014.
Subjects: Anger—Juvenile fiction. Dogs—Juvenile fiction. Inventions—
Juvenile fiction.
Summary: A little girl has a wonderful idea. With the help of her canine
assistant, she is going to make the most magnificent thing! She knows just
how it will look. She knows just how it will work. But making the most magnificent thing turns
out to be harder than she thinks.
813.6 T142
Talbott, Hudson
A walk in the words
New York, NY : Nancy Paulsen Books, 2021.
Subjects: Books and reading—Juvenile fiction. Dyslexia—Juvenile
fiction. Self-esteem—Juvenile fiction.
Summary: Through a story from his own childhood, Hudson Talbott
shares the challenges—and ultimately the rewards—of being a nonmainstream kind of learner.

813.6 T239
Taylor, Drew Hayden
Take us to your chief : and other stories
Madeira Park, BC : Douglas & McIntyre, 2016.
Subjects: Science fiction. Short stories, Canadian.
Summary: The nine stories in this collection span all traditional topics of
science fiction—from peaceful aliens to hostile invaders; from space
travel to time travel; from government conspiracies to connections across
generations. Contents: Titles: A culturally inappropriate Armageddon — I
am... am I — Lost in space — Dreams of doom — Mr. Gizmo —
Petropaths — Stars — Superdisappointed — Take us to your chief.
813.6 U47
Uluadluak, Donald
Kamik : an Inuit puppy story
Iqaluit, NU : Inhabit Media, 2012.
Subjects: Sled dogs—Juvenile fiction.
Summary: When Jake finally gets a puppy to call his own, all he can think
about is the fast, strong sled dog that his puppy will become. But Kamik is
far from an obedient sled dog. He won't listen, he tracks mud all over the house, and he's a lot
more work than Jake ever thought a puppy could be! But after a visit with his grandfather, who
raised many puppies of his own while living out on the land, Jake learns that Inuit have been
raising puppies just like Kamik to be obedient, resourceful, helpful sled dogs for generations.
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Inspired by the real-life recollections of an elder from Arviat, Nunavut, this book lovingly
recreates the traditional dog-rearing practices that prevailed when Inuit relied on dogs for
transportation and survival.
813.6 W752
Wilson, Rebekah
The tiny voyageur : a young girl's discovery of Métis history
Victoria, BC : FriesenPress, 2014.
Subjects: Métis girls—Juvenile fiction. Métis—Canada—Juvenile fiction.
Summary: A curious young girl who asks her grandmother to tell her a
bedtime story about her Métis ancestors goes on an adventure of a lifetime
back in time. In her dream, she learns about Métis traditions, the Michif
language, accompanies her great-great grandfather on a fur trade and
brings back a very special souvenir from the past.

863.7 T162
Tanco, Miguel
Count on me
Toronto, ON : Tundra, 2019.
Subjects: Girls—Conduct of life—Juvenile fiction. Mathematics—
Juvenile fiction.
Summary: A young girl explains why she loves math and how she finds it
in her everyday life.

910.02 P484
Petersen, James F.; Sack, Dorothy
Physical geography. Tenth edition
Belmont, CA : Brooks/Cole Cengage Learning, 2012.
Subjects: Earth sciences—Study and teaching (Secondary). Earth
sciences—Textbooks. Physical geography—Study and teaching
(Secondary). Science—Study and teaching (Secondary).
Summary: This edition uses the combined expertise of three respected
geographers to show how Earth's physical geography impacts humans, and
how humans impact Earth's physical geography. The text emphasizes three essential themes to
demonstrate the major roles for the discipline — Geography as a Physical Science, Geography as
the Spatial Science, and Geography as Environmental Science. With a renewed focus on
examining relationships and processes among Earth systems, this text will help you understand
how the various systems interrelate and how humans are an integral aspect of geography.
Historically the first book to take a conservation approach, the authors continue to emphasize the
theme of environmental and human impacts.
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910.02 P484
Petersen, James F.; Sack, Dorothy
Physical geography. Instructor's edition. Tenth edition
Belmont, CA : Brooks/Cole Cengage Learning, 2012.
Subjects: Earth sciences—Study and teaching (Secondary). Earth sciences—Textbooks.
Physical geography—Study and teaching (Secondary). Science—Study and teaching
(Secondary). Teaching—Aids and devices.
Summary: This edition uses the combined expertise of three respected geographers to show how
Earth's physical geography impacts humans, and how humans impact Earth's physical
geography. The text emphasizes three essential themes to demonstrate the major roles for the
discipline — Geography as a Physical Science, Geography as the Spatial Science, and
Geography as Environmental Science. With a renewed focus on examining relationships and
processes among Earth systems, this text will help you understand how the various systems
interrelate and how humans are an integral aspect of geography. Historically the first book to
take a conservation approach, the authors continue to emphasize the theme of environmental and
human impacts.
940.531835 H797
Hopkinson, Deborah
We had to be brave : escaping the Nazis on the Kindertransport
New York, NY : Scholastic Focus, 2020.
Subjects: Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945). Jewish children—Germany—
History—20th century. Jewish children—Great Britain—History—20th
century. Jewish refugees—Great Britain. Kindertransports (Rescue
operations). Refugee children—Great Britain—History—20th century.
World War, 1939-1945—Jews—Rescue. Young adult nonfiction.
Summary: Ruth David was growing up in a small village in Germany
when Adolf Hitler rose to power in the 1930s. Under the Nazi Party,
Jewish families like Ruth's experienced rising anti-Semitic restrictions and attacks. Just going to
school became dangerous. Desperate volunteers sprang into action to organize the
Kindertransport, a rescue effort to bring Jewish children to England. Young people like Ruth
David had to say good-bye to their families, unsure if they'd ever be reunited. Miles from home,
the Kindertransport refugees entered unrecognizable lives, where food, clothes — and, for many
of them, language and religion — were startlingly new. Through the moving and often heartwrenching personal accounts of Kindertransport survivors, the author paints the timely and
devastating story of how the rise of Hitler and the Nazis tore apart the lives of so many families
and what they were forced to give up in order to save these children.
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940.53185 F172
Fairweather, Jack
A rebel in Auschwitz : the true story of the resistance hero who fought
the Nazis from inside the camp
New York, NY : Scholastic Focus, 2021.
Subjects: Auschwitz (Concentration camp). Nazi concentration camp
inmates—Poland—Biography. Pilecki, Witold,—1901-1948. Poland.—
Polskie Siły Zbrojne.—Armia Krajowa—Officers—Biography. World
War, 1939-1945—Atrocities. World War, 1939-1945—Underground
movements—Poland. Young adult nonfiction.
Summary: Occupied Warsaw, Summer 1940: Witold Pilecki, a Polish
underground operative, accepted a mission to uncover the fate of thousands interned at a new
concentration camp, report on Nazi crimes, raise a secret army, and stage an uprising. The name
of the camp: Auschwitz. Over the next two and half years, and under the cruelest of conditions,
Pilecki's underground sabotaged facilities, assassinated Nazi officers, and gathered evidence of
terrifying abuse and mass murder. But as he pieced together the horrifying Nazi plans to
exterminate Europe's Jews, Pilecki realized he would have to risk his men, his life, and his
family to warn the West before all was lost. To do so meant attempting the impossible — but
first he would have to escape from Auschwitz itself.
971.2300497 Y69
Young, David; Rogers, Robert
A Cree healer and his medicine bundle : revelations on Indigenous
wisdom
Berkeley, CA : North Atlantic Books, 2015.
Subjects: Cree Indians—Medicine. Phytotherapy—Alberta. Plants,
Medicinal—Alberta. Shamans—Alberta—Biography. Traditional
medicine—Alberta. Willier, Russell.
Summary: At once a study and a guide, this book touches on how
Indigenous healing practices can be used to complement mainstream
medicine, improve the treatment of chronic diseases, and lower the cost of
healthcare. The authors discuss how mining, agriculture, and forestry are threatening the
continued existence of valuable wild medicinal plants and the role of alternative healers in a
modern health care system. Sure to be of interest to ethnobotanists, medicine hunters,
naturopaths, complementary and alternative health practitioners, ethnologists, anthropologists,
and academics, this book will also find an audience with those interested in Indigenous cultures
and traditions.
971.2400497 A543
—And they told us their stories : a book of Indian stories
Saskatoon : Saskatoon District Tribal Council, 2008.
Subjects: Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Indigenous Peoples—Saskatchewan—Biography.
Indigenous Peoples—Saskatchewan—Social conditions.
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971.243 M712
Moine, Louise
Remembering will have to do : the life and times of Louise (Trottier)
Moine
Saskatoon, SK : Gabriel Dumont Institute, 2013.
Subjects: Frontier and pioneer life—Saskatchewan—Val Marie. Métis
women—Canada—Biography. Métis—Saskatchewan—Biography.
Moine, Louise. Off-reservation boarding schools—Canada—
Saskatchewan.
Summary: This anthology merges two of Louise Moine's published
works, My Life in a Residential School and Remembering Will Have to
Do with various published and unpublished stories. It does not contain
all her writing, but a large cross section of it.
FR 371 C311
Carr, Aaron
L'ecole
Calgary : Weigl, 2014.
Subjects: French language materials. Schools—Juvenile literature.
Summary: Pour les plus jeunes, cette série présente les différents lieux d'un quartier tels que
l'école, la bibliothèque le poste de police, etc.
FR 372.218 M734
Mon grand cahier d'activités maternelle
Place of publication : Publisher not identified, 202-?.
Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. French language materials. Kindergarten—Activity
programs.
Summary: Avec ce cahier d'activités, votre enfant n'aura pas l'impression d'apprendre. Il prendra
du plaisir en développant de nouvelles compétences ou consolidant ses acquis pour être meilleur
à la prochaine rentrée.
FR 372.372 R641
Robert, Jocelyne; Jacob, Jo-Anne
Ma sexualité de 0 à 6 ans
Montréal, QC : Éditions de l'Homme, 2015.
Subjects: French language materials. Sex instruction for children—
Problems, exercises, etc. Sex instruction for children.
Summary: Ouvrage illustré de dessins humoristiques proposant ici une
éducation sexuelle adaptée aux tout-petits. Sont abordés sommairement:
les jeux de rôles, l'exploration et la connaissance du corps, l'amour entre
un homme et une femme et la reproduction, la grossesse et l'importance de
savoir dire "non" lorsque les gestes ou les intentions de l'autre mettent mal à l'aise. Cette leçon
est combinée à une petite bande dessinée illustrée en couleur, précédée d'une introduction
destinée aux parents et suivie de jeux et d'activités à réaliser directement dans l'ouvrage. Pour
enfants sous la supervision de parents et d'éducateurs.
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FR 372.4 C155
Calkins, Lucy McCormick; Schwartz, Shanna
Grandir comme lecteur : module 1, 7 et 8 ans
Montréal, QC : Chenelière Éducation, 2019.
Subjects: French language materials. Reading (Primary).
Summary: Les auteures accompagnent les enseignants d’élèves de 7 et 8 ans dans le processus
d’enseignement des notions de base en lecture. Ces enseignantes d’expérience communiquent
avec passion une approche d’enseignement explicite, illustrée par de nombreux exemples en lien
avec la littérature jeunesse et des tableaux d’ancrage.
FR 372.7 M319
Marcie, Marie-France; Lebuis, Peter
Multiplications chansons et activités
Niagara Falls, NY : Jordan Music Productions Inc., 2013.
Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. French language materials.
Multiplication—Study and teaching.
Summary: This learning kit pairs the audio CD (which teaches
multiplication tables to 12 in French) with a 64-page reproducible resource
book filled with lyrics, activities and exercises. While the focus of this
learning kit is the teaching of multiplication, supporting activities also
include strands of the new Common Core Curriculum for Mathematics. The audio CD, which
incorporates skip counting in each chorus, also includes a complement of self-quizzing tracks
allowing students to review and quiz themselves.
FR 520 G739
Graham, Ian
Atlas de l'espace
Toronto, ON : Éditions Scholastic, 2014.
Subjects: French language materials. Outer space—Exploration—
Juvenile literature. Science—Study and teaching. Toy and movable
books.
Summary: Documentaire proposant un voyage guidé au coeur de l'espace intersidéral à la
découverte du système solaire et de ses planètes, mais également des comètes, nébuleuses,
constellations, trous noirs et autres objets célestes qui y gravitent. La technologie permettant leur
observation, les expéditions qui y sont menées, les découvertes effectuées par les scientifiques au
fil du temps, ainsi que la vie des astronautes à bord des fusées, des vaisseaux ou de la Station
spatiale internationale sont également abordées au fil du périple. Des animations interactives
proposant six vues coulissantes qui se modifient lors du soulèvement d'un volet rythment
l'exploration en donnant à admirer l'intérieur de la Lune et d'une navette spatiale, la constitution
d'une sonde envoyée sur Mars, les différentes couches d'une combinaison spatiale et une carte du
ciel des deux hémisphères.
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FR 530.4078 M525
Mellett, Peter
Matière et matériaux
Saint-Constant, QC : Broquet, 2013.
Subjects: French language materials. Matter—Experiments—Juvenile
literature. Matter—Properties—Experiments—Juvenile literature.
Science—Study and teaching.

FR 531.6078 G739
Graham, John
Forces et mouvement
Saint-Constant, QC : Broquet, 2013.
Subjects: Force and energy—Experiments—Juvenile literature. French
language materials. Motion—Experiments—Juvenile literature.
Science—Study and teaching.

FR 551.21 B246
Bardintzeff, Jacques-Marie
Les volcans
Paris, France : Gründ, 2014.
Subjects: French language materials. Science—Study and teaching.
Volcanoes—Juvenile literature.

FR 551.21 M766
Montardre, Hélène
Les volcans racontés aux enfants
Paris, France : Éditions de la Martinière Jeunesse, 2012.
Subjects: French language materials. Volcanoes—Juvenile literature.
Summary: Dans cet ouvrage, environ 70 des plus beaux clichés du
photographe ont été sélectionnés pour donner à voir les éruptions, en
ressentir les dangers et l'intérêt de la prévention. La beauté des sites naturels, la faune et la flore
qui se développent près des volcans, l'atmosphère étrange qui y règne, tout est spectaculaire
!L'auteur nous explique le travail réalisé par les volcanologues, les hommes qui vivent auprès des
volcans, les croyances, les légendes qui y sont associées. Il nous explique comment se forment
les volcans, leur évolution au fil des siècles, comment la vie s'organise auprès d'eux. Parmi cette
iconographie très riche : des photos de volcans endormis ou en éruption, des clichés
impressionnants montrant les conséquences des plus grandes éruptions volcaniques de l'histoire.
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FR 604.83 H325
Hart-Davis, Adam
Inventions : ces grandes inventions qui ont changé le monde
Toulouse, France : Milan, 2013.
Subjects: Flip books. French language materials. Inventions—Juvenile
literature. Toy and movable books.
Summary: Du modeste crayon au téléphone intelligent en passant par la
roue, la machine à vapeur ou les toilettes à chasse d'eau, ce livre animé
rend compte des inventions les plus utiles ou révolutionnaires d'hier à
aujourd'hui. — De multiples volets, tirettes, petits livrets encollés et illustrations détaillées
animent cet album interactif destiné aux petits curieux.
FR 611 G353
Gepner, Patrick
Le corps humain
Paris, France : Gründ, 2013.
Subjects: French language materials. Human anatomy—Juvenile
literature. Human body—Juvenile literature.
Summary: Imagine un logiciel génial qui te permettrait, en partant de ton
corps, d'arriver, en quelques clics de souris, à ses parties les plus
microscopiques : l'une de tes 100 000 milliards de cellules! Ce voyage
incroyable, tu vas pouvoir le faire maintenant! Alors si tu veux tout savoir du fonctionnement du
coeur, du cerveau et de toutes les parties de cette incroyable machine qu'est le corps humain,
installe-toi : les découvertes ne font que commencer!
FR 700 D965
Durrie, Karen
Les arts
Calgary, AB : Weigl, 2013.
Subjects: Arts—Juvenile literature. French language materials.
FR 709.0344 S467
Sellier, Marie
Impressionnisme, entrée libre. Nouvelle présentation
Paris, France : Nathan, 2013.
Subjects: Art in education. French language materials. Impressionism
(Art)—Juvenile literature.
Summary: Des reproductions de 22 tableaux impressionnistes, presque
tous en pleine page, avec des textes simples qui éclairent le regard de
l'enfant en partant d'une notion biographique, stylistique ou technique. À partir de 8 ans.
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FR 741.5971 R649
Robertson, David A.
7 générations. Volume 2 [graphic novel]
Saint-Boniface, MB : Éditions des Plaines, 2016.
Subjects: Cree Indians—Comic books, strips, etc. French language
materials. Graphic novels. Indians of North America—Comic books,
strips, etc. Off-reservation boarding schools—Canada—Comic books,
strips, etc.
Summary: Contents: Rupture — Pacte.

FR 841.4 L166
La Fontaine, Jean de
Mes fables de La Fontaine
Paris, France: Rue des enfants, 2018.
Subjects: Fables, French—Juvenile literature. French language materials.
Summary: Cet ouvrage propose à votre enfant une sélection de fables
parmi les plus connues de Jean de La Fontaine. Il pourra ainsi réviser ses
classiques, avec Le Corbeau et le Renard, Le Loup et l'Agneau, mais aussi
découvrir la richesse et l'inventivitré d'autres perles de la littérature
française (Le Chartier embourbé, Le Coche et la Mouche...).
FR 841.6 B419
Béha, Philippe
C'est cha qui est chat!
Saint-Lambert, Québec Soulières éditeur, 2018.
Subjects: Cats—Juvenile poetry. Celebrities—Juvenile poetry.
Families—Juvenile poetry. French language materials. Singers—Juvenile
poetry.
Summary: Charmé par la voix de Cha, un imprésario, un certain Pacha
Rachat, lui ouvre les rideaux d'un grand chapiteau. La famille Charrue est au rendez-vous et
applaudit debout dès que Cha miaule les premières notes. Tous les chats se mettent à ronronner...
Une étoile est née!
FR 841.6 T554
Tibo, Gilles
Mon lit de rêve
Montréal, QC : Éditions de l'isatis, 2018.
Subjects: Bedtime—Poetry. Children's poetry, French. Dreams—Poetry.
French language materials. Sleep—Poetry.
Summary: Un recueil onirique, tendrement nourri de métaphores et
d'allitérations qui ajoutent encore au bonheur de lecture de ces textes
soigneusement ciselés et empreints de la fraîcheur et de l'imaginaire de l'enfance. La finesse de
l'écriture est sublimée par celle des aquarelles, délicatement rehaussées au crayon noir, dans
lesquelles s'anime un bestiaire anthropomorphisé d'une candeur délicieusement attendrissante.
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Ces tableaux aériens aux douces tonalités feutrées ajoutent une réelle profondeur aux textes en
proposant un voyage dans des univers très diversifiés et en effectuant des clins d'oeil à différents
pays et époques, un baldaquin faisant ici référence à l'Inde tandis qu'un joli gramophone égaie la
soirée pyjama de joyeux lurons qui s'endorment sur le sol, dans des tiroirs ou sur le rebord de la
fenêtre. Une saynète mettant en scène une mignonne femelle koala aux joues roses qui bondit sur
son lit d'hôpital apporte quant à elle une toute autre signification aux quelques lignes présentées
en regard, en rappelant combien la course du temps semble perturbée lorsque l'on est malade:
"Pendant la nuit, le jour dort. Pendant le jour, la nuit se repose. Moi, dans mon grand lit d'amour,
je dors entre les jours et je joue entre les nuits. Pour enfants de 3 ans et plus.
FR 843.6 A371
Alesich, Ingrid
Artémis vole au secours de la planète
Regina, SK : Éditions de la nouvelle plume, 2019.
Subjects: Birds—Juvenile fiction. Earth (Planet)—Environmental
aspects—Juvenile fiction. French language materials. Refuse and refuse
disposal—Juvenile fiction. Waste disposal in the ocean—Juvenile fiction.
Water—Pollution—Juvenile fiction.
Summary: Artémis, l'albatros, aime la planète Terre. Mais elle est déçue
de voir des îles de pollution apparaître dans les océans. Certaines de ces îles ont tué plusieurs de
sa parenté et autre vie dans la mer. Elle survole la planète pour découvrir d'où vient cette
pollution. Dans ses voyages, elle se rend compte que des humains et des animaux souffrent à
cause des changements climatiques. Artémis réussit à convaincre sa parenté à renverser les
dégâts de la pollution en nettoyant les océans.
FR 843.6 A899
Audet, Nicole
L'otite de Lucas
Terrebonne, Québec: Boomerang éditeur jeunesse, 2012.
Subjects: Ear—Infections—Juvenile fiction. Ear—Juvenile fiction.
French language materials. Health education.
Summary: Lucas, le cousin de Félix, ne peut pas se baigner, ca il a une
otite. Heureusement, Félix et ses imstruments magiques ont une bonne
solution pour combattre les bactéries responsables de cette infection. Tiens bon, Lucas!
FR 843.6 A899
Audet, Nicole.
La chasse aux poux
Terrebonne, Québec : Boomerang éditeur jeunesse, 2012.
Subjects: French language materials. Health education. Lice—Juvenile
fiction. Pediculosis—Juvenile fiction.
Summary: Quand Félix apprend que sa petite sœur a attrapé des poux, il
va aussitôt chercher sa valise de docteur. Il est certain que Boubou, son
stéthoscope magique, et les autres instruments réussiront bien vite à chasser tous les intrus!
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FR 843.6 A899
Audet, Nicole
La magie de corps humain
Terrebonne, Québec: Boomerang éditeur jeunesse, 2015.
Subjects: French language materials. Health education. Human body—
Juvenile literature. Human physiology—Juvenile literature.
Summary: Pour se préparer à un examen, Félix visite une exposition sur le
corps humain avec ses amis magiques. Il découvre comment fonctionnet la
circulation et la filtration du sang, la respiration, la digestion. Il explore aussi le corps en
mouvement, les organes des sens et les merveilles de cerveau. Il est maintenant prêt à répondre
aux questions de son professeur! Bravo, Félix!
FR 843.6 A899
Audet, Nicole
La varicelle de Sabrina
Terrebonne, Québec : Boomerang éditeur jeunesse, 2014.
Subjects: Chickenpox—Juvenile fiction. French language materials.
Health education.
Summary: Félix accourt chez Sabrina avec sa valise de docteur magique.
La peau de Sabrina est couverte de boutons. Elle a la varicelle. Félix et
tous les instruments, sauf Vue, ont déjà attrapé cette maladie. Vue devra être bien brave pour
affronter le virus et se faire vacciner par Pic.
FR 843.6 A899
Audet, Nicole
Le bras cassé de Charles
Terrebonne, Québec : Boomerang éditeur jeunesse, 2015.
Subjects: Arm—Fractures—Juvenile fiction. French language materials. Health education.
Summary: Charles s'est cassé le bras en tombant d'une balançoire. Félix l'accompagne à l'hôpital
avec ses instruments magiques. Grâce au plâtre que lui fabriquent Boubou et son équipe, Charles
guérira bien vite.
FR 843.6 A899
Audet, Nicole
Les allergies de Gabriel
Terrebonne, Québec : Boomerang éditeur jeunesse, 2014.
Subjects: Food allergy—Juvenile fiction. French language materials.
Health education.
Summary: Félix veut cuisiner des biscuits pour Gabriel, qui est allergique
aux œufs, aux noix et au lait de vache. Félix fait appel à Boubou et à sa
valise de docteur magique poue empêcher Cajou, Paca et Lactée de sauter dans la pâte à
biscuits. Bon courage, Félix!
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FR 843.6 A899
Audet, Nicole
Un vaccin pour Joëlle
Terrebonne, Québec : Boomerang éditeur jeunesse, 2012.
Subjects: Doctors—Juvenile fiction. French language materials. Health
education. Periodic health examinations—Juvenile fiction.
Vaccination—Juvenile fiction.
Summary: Joëlle, la sœur de Félix, doit recevoir un vaccin. Comme elle
craint d'avoir mal, Félix et Boubou l'accompagnent chez le docteur. N'aie pas peur, Joëlle. Tout
ira bien et tu auras une belle image pour ta collection!
FR 971.24 G624
Goldsworthy, Kaite
La Saskatchewan
Calgary, AB : Weigl, 2014.
Subjects: French language material. Saskatchewan—Juvenile literature.
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